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6th Grade Math Tribe Day 11
Learning Targets: 1 can find the araa of parallelograms, squaras, and rectangles.

Geometry

Assignment

Find the area of each.

8km

Name

Date

t.
~V<\C.

\-0\' ,; <\<'w.= V^aSt y.\\&;\o 
2)

2cm

8km

2 cm

^: ft> \3l^t
^ 6US)
ft^

3)

,ou^ 00?St>>U'

8m

^ Un't'cS S<^ts«A

?.j m

4)
6ft

5.7ft

ID: 1

Period

5)

8mi

C> mi

r;.

6)
7 cm

a~

7 cm

7) 8)
2km

3in
6.5km



9)

5 mi

5 mi

10)

Tr'\)C.Da.^^ y,,y2_

1 m

1m

H)

6.9 km

7.4km

12)

511

.G.
5,5ft

13)

: 2.9yd

^^^lj—.
4yd

14)
7.8yd

3yd

15)
2.1 in

2.6in

16)
7cm

u~
3 cm

17)
6 cm

6cm

18) u~~o

8 cm

3.2cm

-2-



6th Grade Math Tribe Day 12
Learning Targets: 1 can find the area of a triangle.

Name

Date

7-

Geometry

Assignment

Findtheareaofeach. \\c><. \V\<^-^C>< (Vs^Ct ; ^ V5ttSC->.^o^V
^[\?j.\^

')
»- 2)

^ C.'aX^)
a-

(\^ L^C^l-, CY-A
-^—^-^

A--^c^

3)

>\~\Ve- ^ourf o<x\sw"<"
^ \)W\^1'.

3in

6 cm

5)

5.5 cm

6,3 cm

^cy.\

ID: 1

Period

2.9cm

8)

.9kmL

6 km



7kni

~T'db<_
Oo^ \3 yaq<- 2-

11)

3m

12)

5.9m

13) 14)

4 cm

'•<\'''.
4.1 cm

15)

7.4cm

16)

7.3mi

18)

4mi

-2-
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6th Grade Math Tribe Day 13
Learning Targets: 1 can find the area of a trapezoid.

Name ID:1

Date Period

Geometry

Assignment

Fmdfheareaofeach. OiC,(, ^e. SO\-<\MJ\Q'. ~-—l-^—x-^Y ViOC^\ ->
\'\; ^lV^z) / ,

-

<T^S>NOoAe.i (\=C<o^
2)

12yd

c\

"'\

^L^^^

6&2" ^ S^f^,.^
A\CUA~ 0^uuf^

'^,_ ~^."^- v^

^w^i M~- a.%L?,.;
1^°_ ^~- ^.(\\«\r7-

3)

1,9m

5)
0.5m

1.1m

4)

6)

4.2yd

2.8cm

7cm

10.9km

46 km

5.3hn

7)
3.6m

8m

8)
1 2yd

2.5 vd

n
26yd



9)

13)

4.5m

10.9m

116yd

3.6m

II
114in

10)

12)

14)

Dou^ ^^ ^^ 7-

6 cm

10m

2.8m

0.8yd

6yd

9in

A) 30.4 in2
C) 21.1 in2

B) 52in'
D) 26 in2

16)
2.9m

1.3m

A) 6.4m2
C) 8.4m2

B) 12.7m'
D) 4.2m2

17)
2m

6.4. m

A) 5.88m2 B) 14.28 m!
C) 15.88m2 D) 9.18m2

18)
4.4cm

9cm

A) 23.09 cm2
C) 15.7cm2

B) 31.49cm2
D) 62.98cm2

-2-
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6th Grade Math Tribe Day 14
Learning Targets: 1 can find the area of a compositB figuras.

l>\"<C^-VV^CDt\N^\\&^a<ec> ^V> <\'wfi-s *\W(
^^oi-'

Name :

Teacher:

Score :

Date:

Compound Shapss

Find the area of each fiaure, round your answer to one decimal place if necessary.

k\i«> tso.-foacok..
"Y-i(\3a^<s:

^H.s.noi 4S

42yd

cm

A^^l^us")
9

ft; w>
a 10 cm

1^-- I49,6o?-

Area: ^^ft^OO
^ ^^ACtn^ | Area

^\5 tSaSiuw<-
P>=-Cto)t.h)'
ft^touo'i
ft^ \OOC\f,'

42yd

42yd

70yd

10m

10m

10m

20m

Area:

4)

15yd

14yd

1-2 yd

12yd

5) 32 in

32 in

16 in

64 in

Area; Area'. Area;

14 in

A ^<—
18 in 6ft 3H 14m

9m

5 m



TY^A-'P^ ^ P^ 2

Name :

Teacher:

Score :

Date :

Compound Shapss

Find the area of each figure, round your answer to the nearest whole number if necessary.

12ft

Area:

2)

16yd

16yd 8yd

Area:

42cm

42cm

42cm

70cm

Area:

4)

13ft

12fl

Area:

10ft

20yd

Area:

10yd

6)

13.5]n:-

Area:

7)

4 cm

2 cm

6 cm

Area:

8) 12m

12m

6 m

24m

Area:

9) •16m

16m

8m

32m

Area;

Remember to add each area to get the total COMPOSITE AREA!



Pc\o^-\

6th Grade Math Tribe Day 15
Learning Targets: I can find the area of a shaded region in a composite figure.

|01\ \<j\\V n&eA Vb <i^ ^e oo<e-o. o^ ^<.st>,i»,d<A c^ton^ ^c^ ^yJoVro-^- -K-^^.

ClT-ea &<: •\\NIL ^iss^-i^ yno^e..

Name : _ Score :

Teacher; Date:

\\S^ ft:1^ ^T«o^\cs Compound Shapes ^^ (\:^C^ %,-<ecw,^ c^
.<><t,^es,

Findthe area ofeach figure, round your answerto the nearestwhole numbef' ifnecessary.
-^^_ft££Qot

Sh<^uA ^iBfl.
1)

'IT'.Ooy.^
. &-T.|.^ .^

\^Li6)C\'£) "-•:
i. 2)

19 in

12yd 11 in
in

30yd
SVwye. \sa\tda.n\\c.: ftlW.hNl

ft--t»^b)
Area:

'i>^0-'M(2_.
^--•S.^b^^-Area:

10 in

\ {\--\^0^:

12m

Area:

12m

16m

8 m

5)

4 cm 14yd

m 3 cm 14yd

Area: Area: Area:

6 cm

10cm

8) 14 in

18 in

12 in

10ft

175ft



^\\^.\)c^€> f%2-

Name :

Teacher:

Score :

Date:

Compound Shapes

Find the area of each figure, round your answer to one decimal place if necessary.

1)—^ 2) 3)

14m

14m

Area.

10m

17.5m

Area:

9 in

19 in

Area:

Area:

9 cm

15 cm

Area:

6)

12 n

l3ft

12ft

Area:

7)

2.4yd

Area:

8) 20cm

25cm
^

18cm

^

Area:

9)

12ft

21ft

11ft

Area:

Rememberto Subtractthe non-shaded region!



6th Grade Advanced Math

TRIBE DAYS 11-15 INSTRUCTCONS

The assignments for Tribe t5ays 11-15 are a review of 7th Grade material to help

prepare for the end of year assessment. They are an important part of our

curriculum so please try your best.

Follow the directions for each days assignment.

SHOW WORK!!!!!!! Send work on google classroom or e-mail it to me.

Answer word problems with a solution sentence after you have shown your
work. These are like short answer problems on the test.

These assignments will be graded for accuracy.

Tribe Day 11 = 131 points

Tribe Day 12 = 60 points

Tn'be Day 13 (2 pages) = 75 points

Tribe t)ay 14 (2 pages) = 78 points

Tribe Oay 15 (2 pages) = 40 points

If you need help e-mail me at arleen.vice@montQomery.kyschools.us.

I miss you and hope to see you soon.

Ms. Vice
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T"—I—1—i—!—1—!—TT—I—1—!—1—!—i—1—1—T

ORDERING DECINALS
T~ 1 ! T~ 1 I T —I

i —T___.I i 1 L__I
~-y—-—[

Line up the decimal points of the numbers. Add
zeros if necessary. Compare place values by

moving right.

COMfaRe USll>i3 *:, > (>R =

0.3 _ 0.8 0.04_0.004

9.8 8.9 16.056 6.256

12.020_12.02 1.54._ 1.421

ORdCR fROM ICuST T6 3R£aT£ST
4.6, 4.09, 3.4, 4.32, 4.54

0.99, 0.09. 0.89, 0.0899

QUADRILATERALS
Quadrilaterals are polygons wifh four sides. They
are classified based on theirsides and angles.

cbMptere The chaRT b£low:

s~
VOLUME OF RECTANGULAR PRISNS g| EQUIVALENT FRACTIONS

^—a
—"' ~ - -^^—-^^_^_^^^^^^Jj

To find the volume of a rectangular prism,
multiply the length times the width times the

height. Units are cubic.
FiMd Th£VOIUMC ofeach RCCTaNguiaR PRlSM.

~E~.

Equivalent fractions have the same value. To
write equivalent fractions multiply or divide the

numerator and denominator by the same
number

WRJTC ThRCC e(|U|Val£NT(-RaCTibMS f-OR euch
fRacTjfiM bei6w- Show wlinT MUMbCR  U
Mumpiied bR divided by n WRJTC The

equivaieMTfRacTi&M.

f^iA Grade. Da^\\ p<l.Z

NaMC DesuuiTiMi ricnKe

f̂ —-7

n
r^\

1
4

9
12

2
5

24
54



1—i—1—I—I—1—1—i—1—1—1—T

ESIMPLIFYING FRACTIONS
i i—['-"'r"r"r—r-i i—i—-{-11 ;i 11 11 1—7-I—!—T

FINDING ARE OF RECTANGLES
-L_ 1 _ . J 1 I 1

To simplify fractions, divide the numerator and
denominator by the Greatest Common Factor

(GCF)

SiMPIify €achf-RaCTjoN bCiaw

15

40

6
24

26

14
21

10
16

LONG DIVISION
Steps forlong division:

D: Divide
M: Multiply
S: Subtract
C:Check

B: Bring Down
Write your remainder as a fraction. The remainder

is the numerator and the divisor is the
denominator.

FiNd CaCh <|UtfTi€l>iT.CWCk USJM9 MUITiPliCaTION

81536 12U109

j , .,,......^-....,......^..-...^...^...,.,^..,^...,...^.,..,^ ^ • 1 __t;_ 1 •.T—-f—^—"(—-r-—i

ADDING & SUBTRACTING FRACTIONS
WITH LIKE DENOMINATORS

1_! ill 1 l^

ltto- 6ra4&
zmim—

Da4 \\ m- 3

To find area of a rectangle, multiply the length
times the width. Units are squared.

Wd The aR£abf £achReaaN3ie=

2in.
cm

4in.
9cm

17m

102m
20mm

Jlll 1 1 1 LJ_J_1 1 1 T

When you add orsubtraction fractions with like
denominators, add or subtract the numerators.
Keep the denominators the same. Simplify your

answer.
Wd£ac^SUM OR dimRCNce'

1 3

9 9

5 1

8 8

2 9

10 10

10 5

15 15

2 7—+—=
5 5

2 2

3 3



1 ! ! —T Tl"'"L f—j—]-—| ] ,-
—]—^—^-

ADDING & SUBTRACTING FRACTIONS
WITH UNLIKE DENONINATORS

When you add orsubtractfractions they must
have the same denominator

To rewrite fractions with the same denominator,
find the Least Common Denominator (LCD)

Rewrite each fraction with the LCD. Whatever
you multiply the denominator by, you must

multiply the numerator by.

FJNd CaCh SUM 6R diffCR€NC£=

1 1
4 2

5 1
6 8

3 2
4 3

3 ^ 5
+—

4 6

r MULTIPLYING FRACTIONSS

11111111

To multiply fractions, multiply their numerators.
Then, multiply their denominators. Simplify your

answer.

FiMdCachPROdUCT.
1 2
x—=

63

9 6
—X—

10 7

5 2
—X

9 4

21
53

12 1—x
15 4

3 2
—X—

8 6

"I—I—1—i—TT—i—!—!—!—!—I—I—1—1—T

MEAN. MEDIAN. MODE AND RANGE

To find mean,
then

To find median,

up all the numbers,
by the number of numbers.

the numbers from
least to greatest. The median is the

number. If there are 2 middle
of them.numbers, find the

The

The

is the most often occurring
value in the data set.

is the difference between
the largest value and the smallest value.

FiMd The MfiaN, Mediai^, Mftdfi aMd Rui>J3£af Th£
daTuS€Tb£K>w.

10,18, 12,4,2, 10,16,18

M I-

-I_LJ-._J—L^L..L

[^ Grade

T—I—1—1—i—1—I—1—1—1—i—i—i—!—1—i—i—r

MEAN. MEDIAN. MODE AND RANGE

h tl
H

El

To find mean, add up all the numbers, then
divide bythe numberofnumbers.

To find median, order the numbers from least to
greatest. The median is the middle number. If
there are 2 middle numbers, find the mean of

them.
The mode is the most often occurring value in the

data set.
The range is the difference between the largest

value and the smallest value.

FiNd The MCuKi, MfidiuM, nod£aNd RaN3e bf Th£
daTa SCT bClfiw.

10, 18,12,4,2,10,16, 18

Daq U p^. 4



T—'t
—i—i—!—II[—1—]—I—i—1—I—1—1—!—1—1—T

[ AREA OF POLYGONS
Area of parallelograms: A=bh

Area of triangles: A= 'Abh

Area of trapezoids: A= 'Ahtb^+b;)

Units are squared

Fii^deachaReu.
h H

8cm

T—1—i—1—1—1—)—i—!—i—1—!—I—!—1—T

INTEGERS

I II il-1 lli
4

Integers are negative or positive whole numbers.
The farther away a negative number is from zero,

the smaller the value.
4—>—I—1—1—1—1—1—i—1—1—i—I—1—1—!—1—1—1—1—1—1—»

WRITC ThC iMT£3£RRePR£S£NT£dbS CaCh
SiTUaTjoM^

1
—I—[—!—I—i—!—1—f''" ')

i—[—)—|—|—|—|—i—|—!—T

ABSOLUTE VALUE
1-111 -ii 4 - 1- _i r ' J I- ' ' ' T '

Opposites: Numbers that are the same distance
from zero on a number line, but in opposite

directions.
Absolute Value: An integer's distance from zero

on a numberline.
Absolute value is always positive

WRiTe The WOSITC &f eucti NUMbeR-

The opposite of -9 is The oppositeof 12
is

Wd The abSOIUTC ValUC ftf CuCh NUMb£R-

1_ .1 .1 .1
—1—]—1—[—1—1—r-r i—[—-i—i—f—i—T-—I—[—T

GRAPHING INEQUALITIES

L,^ GraAe,

When graphing inequalities, an open or closed
circle represents whether or not a number is

included in the solution set.

Then, shade the numbers in that are solutions

SRapheachiMeiuuiiTy.
k<3

<—1—h -I—I—1—1—1—1—^
.5.4 .3 .2.1 O 1 t 3 4 5

m>-2

-I—I—1—1—>
•S-4 -3 .2-1 O 1 23 4 5

4<x

-I—h -I—1—h
•5-4-3-2-1 O I 2i 4 5

T-TT^

Daq \\ pq.5

Situatlon Integer

Gaining 5 pounds

10 feet belowsea level

Depositing $18into yourbank
account

Withdrawing $40 from your
bank account

An increase of 10 inches

Losing 4 pounds

18 feet below sea level

Overdrawing your bank
account by$16

|4| =. -91

-14| =

1111 =. -21 [ =.

n An open circle is used
when a number is NOT a

solution
<,>

•:

A closed circle is used
when a number is a

solution
<,^



WRITING INEQUALITIES
H>—1——1-—L

An inequality is a mathematical sentence that
compares expressions.

WRITC Cuch wdRd S€MT£l>iceaS Wt iMeqUuliTl

-J_J-

-I—^....^-..,^......)-...„(....(.....j..... ^.—^ x _j f ! '! • •r 1 ! [ 1

SOLVING EOUATIONS USING
ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

When solving an equation, you must first isolate
the variable.

To isolate the variable, move numbers to the
other side of the equation using inverse

operations.
The inverse operation of addition is subtraction
The inverse operation of subtraction is addition

soive atid check eac^ eiuaTifiM. Show nll fif-
y&UR w6Rk.

L,-tix £>rqd£.
n^.L.

L___L._1^ ! ~~I ~T •l
l

"J -T

EVALUATING ALGEBRAIC
EXPRESSIONS

H H

-i
I I _ T

To evaluate an algebraic expression means to
find the value of it, given specific values for each

variable
To evaluate algebraic expressions, substitute the

given value for each variable. Evaluate the
numerical expression using order of operations

EValUaTe each £XPR£SSi6NW^M a=smidb=a

DISTRIBUTIVE PROPERTY
The Distributive Property states that numbers

added or subtracted within a set of parentheses
can be multiplied by a number outside the

parentheses.
Algebraic example:
a(b +c) = a6 +ac

SiMpiifyedchexpResSiOKJ

^riii 1 i 1T

DA^ 11 p^. L,

Symbol Nome Key Phrases

< Less than
-is les than

-is fewer than

> Greater than
-is greater than

-is more than

< Less than or
equal

-is less than or
equal to

-is at most
-is not more t'hon

> Greater than
orequal

-is greater than or
equal to

-is af- leasf
-s no [ess 1'han

A numberx is less than 8

A number g is at most-9

The product of a and b is
at least 5

^+6=24 Check

15=^-9 Check

ab 2a2+b

2a+2b 2b-3a

4(5^+2) 4(4+2d)

6(5y-4) 3(r - ,)



1 1 i i

SOLVING EOUATIONS USING
MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION

When solving an equation, you must first isolate
the variable.

To isolate the variable, move numbers to the
other side of the equation using inverse

operations.
The inverse operation of multiplication is division
The inverse operation of division is multiplication

soive atid check euc^ equaTjou. show aii of-
youR woRk-

-I: \-

T—I—]—i—TT—]—1—1—1—T

SURFACE AREA OF RECTANGULAR
PRISMS

1 Nn
1

UNIT RATE
A unit rate compares a quantity to one.

Unit rates always have a denominator of one
To find unit rate, rewrite the rate as a fraction and
write and equivalent fraction with a denominator

ofone

FiMdeuCt)UNiTRaT£

195 miles -
3 hours

$1.50
iOapples

63 points
7 games

[^Gra^
1_1_L

Surface area is the sum of all the areas of all the
faces of a 3-D figure.

To find the surface area of a rectangular prism,
use the formula: SA=2(lw+lh+wh)

FiNd The SURfuce uR£aof each figuRe b£low:

9in

6in

5in

3cm

1
—(—I—!—T

T—1—1—1—T T—I—1—i—r

PERCENT PROBLENS
Missing Part:

Percent (as fraction or decimal) x whole

Missing Whole:
Part - Percent (as fraction or decimal)

Missing Percent:
Part/whole x 100

SO|V£€aC^PRObl£M=
What is 25% of 45?

8 is 30% of what number?

5 out of 20 is what percent?

D^ \\ p^.-]

3^=12 Check

^^T
4

Chcck
..•*" /'
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TRIBE t)AY 12

6 Grade Advanced Math
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^

ttl

tt2

tt3

Pyzzle tt5

x a^2 = 19

a 1

ttl

i'S^, +'--(Sass^"

tt3

Pyzzle tt6
s^~%,

= 10

pii@I\Utef»'^

a/c^»

a 9

a 27

ttl

tt2

tt3

ttl

tt2

tt3

Pyzzle tt7

= 77

a 110

= 117

Pyzzle tt9

(5)

(;r-)

sz

= 2
;7'~~~

+
v̂

= 30

= 11

S7'. -:S\
U. !-A^

s



frl

tt2

tt3

Puzzle tt9

= 2

= 19

x %5) = 27

%

Name:_ Date:_

Pyzzle ttlO

Puzzle Recording Sheet
Puizle »1

Puzzle #2

Puzile »3 ^
'.'s

Puzzte »4

Puzzle #5

Puzzle »6

ri23^
Puzzle #7

^S3\

Puizle »8
-"~v

Puzite »?

Puzzle#10

»^.~^>

?7;7~sil

¥

^

PIS?',^
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6th Grade Advanced Math
00000000000 0000000000000000

What Integer represents depositlng $120 into your
bank account?

2, Solve and check the equation. Show all oF your work.
3^=21

3. Wrfre an Inequal'rtY For each statement.
a) A number n Is less ttian 4

b) gis not more than 15

c) Fis at least -3

4. What Is ttie absolute value of -5.6?

5. What Is ttie GCF op 20 and 45?

000 000000000000000000000000

rmTmTm i TTTT i \rm \ rTQi
Name:_ Date:-

I. Wrrt-e ttie inequalrt^/ represented by ttie graph below;
_T\

•s-4.a -2 -'t oY i i 4 s

2. SimpllFy ttie expression below:
4m(2 - 3m)

3. Solve and check the equation below:
-c-14= 26

4. Compare using <, > or =
a) -6.5—-l.cl~

b) -23 —-33

c) -45.6—-6Z3

5. The area op a rectangular Flower bed Is 45 square
Feet IF one slde measures 5 Feet, what Is the lengtti
of ttie ottier slde?

8p»-d
Rwtow

M-B

lllll 111 IITI irmi irmnrrT

{{1

NameL

Complete the mt1o table below:

Dat&_

2. What Integer represents 65 peet below sea level?

3. Solve and graph the inequalrtv 2x < 6

4, Kara has xpages to read For her sclence class. She
wants to read the same number of pages each night
For 5 nights. She must read 8 pages a nlght. Wrfre and
solve an equatlon to flnd out how many pages she
needs to read all together.

5. What is ttie area op a a trapezold wttti the Following
dimensions: /i = 5cm,&i = 9cm,&2 = 15 cm

^.Name:_ Date;.
I. Cprripdre each palr oP numbers using <, > OP =

a) -100 _-120

b)-3.q-_ -3.Gq

c) -0.78 _-0.078

2. Evaluate ttie expression below when a=0.25 and b=3.5 ^
0.4a + i2

>-3.
^-

Solve and check ttie equation below,
15= p-4

^
^

>• 4. What Is the prime pactorlzatlon oP 270?
^-
^-
^-

». 5.1

^

^

Evaluate the expresslon below:
3x53 -9x8 Doyl3

ra-!

Band membe» 3 12

Chorus Members 5 iO



Name:— Date;_
Record the coordinates op th^ polnts graphed below:

2. What is ^ as a decrnal and a percent?

3. Solve and graph the inequalrtY below.
x+5 > 9

Lf. There are 100 crayons In the box. 15% oP the crayons are a
shade of blue. How many crayorc are a shade op biue?

5. What is the distance befween point A (2, -5) and
polnt B (4, -5)?

3pl-al
Rcvl»v

M-E

p:

1

!

y,
t>

&'

K

Nanne:. Dats_____
Del'ermine iPy= 5 is a solution For 2y = 15.

2. What is the GCF op 45 and 7Z?

3. Katrina has -$45 in her bank account Jocelyn has -$40 in her
bank account Who owes the bank more money?

4. What is the area op a tnangle wrth a base oF Z2 cm and a
helght oF 32 cm?

5. Solve and gmph ttie equatton betow:
32 =r+24

Splrd
Rwtow

M-F

The mtio op milk to sugar In an lced coppee is 4 to I. IP
you add 4 teaspoons op mllk, how many teaspoons op
sugar should you actd?

Solve and check ttie equation below:
4.5+1:= 7.6

2. Flll in the missing values oF the ratlo tabls 2. Flnd the area op the trapezold below:
10mm

3. How many Full ^cup servings are ttiere In 4- cups oF

3. Wrtte fte Inequallty represented by the gmph below

4. Order the Pollowing numbers prom least to greatest-5.6, 425,-78, q 4. Determlne IF (5,6) is a solution Fary=Zx+2

5. Evaluate the expresslon below
112

5. Use the dlstrlbutlve property to simplFy ttie
expression:

4(3x -g) + 4x

L»A Gra^& Day 13 p^. ?-.



I. Find the area op the Flgure below Record tine coordinates oP fhe pohts graphed below:

2- Complete the ratlo table betow:2. SlmpllFy Vne expression below:
4x(3x) + 2x2

3. What Integer' represents deposrt-ing $34 into your
bank account?

3. Solve and check the equation below.
4t= 56

4. Graph the Followlng polnts below: A (-3,-4), B (-2,8) and
C (6,-4) 4. What is the absolute value oF 6.7?

5. What is ti-ie area oF a trtangle wttti a base oF R4 cm and a helght
of22Jcm?

5. Lunch at the amusement park will cost no more ttian
$8.25. Wrtt-e an inequalih/ ttiat represents ttie cost op
lunch

Name;- Dat&_
Compare each palr op numbers uslng <,»or =
a) 14 _-14

b)-^_-'/3

c) -1.25 _-1.15

2. Jackson's Football team won 70% oF the games that
they played. IF tiTey won 14 games, how many to't'al games
dd they play?

3. Solve and check the equatlon below;
45x=9

4. Wrtt'e an Inequality ttiat represents ttie srt-uatlon below:
Each studentneeds to bnngno more ttian $16 For lunch.

5. What integer represents Flylng at an altitude oF 3,000
Feet?

SptTd
Revfew

M-K

Lo^ 6ra^<2.

Nanne:- Date-
What Is the area op a trlangle wrt-h a base oF 2-3 inches
and a helght oF 8.1 Inches?

2. What property Is illustra-hed below?
13X0=0

3. What Is the GCF op 15 and 25?

4. Order From least to greatest:
0.35,45%, 0.1

5. Wrfre a wrrtten expresslon For each algebraic expression:
a) 3x+2

b) H ^

c) x-42

Splrd
Revfew

M-M

DaL)i3 ra-s



^^^vV^vV^^f^^V^v^WyvV'^vfy^
£>Name: Date:
:£> Rnd the volume op the rectangular pnsm below:

1 mm

0,1 mm
1

& 2. The ratlo op butter to sugar in ttie reclpe Is 2 to I. IP Q
i^ you use 5 cups op sugar, how much butter do you $1,

need?
•

^

:&•3. Complet-e ttie tabte

I...*^ 4. What Is ttie pnme pactorizatlon op 210?

[:

i

1
1

^ 5. What percent Is equlvalent to ^ (round your answer toQ
ttie nearest ten-th) ?

~
<3,

j
<S->fcL>"uuai"iU"Uiu&)"uuc>s^(^>&^(2i^A^(y^5^

1
SpkTl

Ravlflw €

. Determlne whlch Is a better buy;

2. Wrrt'e 2.5x2.5x2.5 in exponen-tlal Form. Then find the
value.

3. In Art Club, there are 15 6th graders and 18 7th graders
What is the ratlo op br" graders to 7r" graders?

4. Graph the inequalth/ g < 14

5. Slmpllpy ttie expresslon below ushg ttie dstributlve
property:

3(5k - 2fl)

Record ttie coordinates op the points below:

Z. IdentiPy each propertv lliustTated.
a) a+(b *c)=(a +b)+c

b) b+a=a+b

c) a( b~ c} = ab- ac

3. Order Frcm least to greatest;•1.2,-4.5.-1.3

4 What Is the absolute value of -3.6?

5. What is ^ as a percent and as a decimal?

[^. (-yra^e.
D^13 p3-^

x x^3
z
4
6
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Spiral Review A
#1 What is s/ii as a decimal?

#3 EvQiuate the expression below:
2x 3 + 23x3

#5 Write the inequality represented
by the graph below.

•OtS

#2 What is the sunn of 3/i2 ancf
3/4E

#4 Evaluate the expression below:

3.1
5 4

#6 Evo!uate each expression.
a) -5x6=

b) -16-[-4) -

c) -42--6=

Spiral Review B

o^

-̂3
Q
Q-
ro
>.
CL

o
ro
Q-

77
M
00
m
C7
>
<

^^

-t-

#1 What is -3^s a decimal?
5

#2 Write -0.28 as a fraction in
simplest form.

#3 Evoluate the expression below:
-5x6 -72

#4 What is the area of the figure
made by the points below.

y

10|
»]
81
7|
'l
51
41
31
21
!

sco' 123456789 10

#5 Solve the equation below. Be
sure to show all your work.

#6 Greg was playing a video game.
He started with zero points. He
immediately lost 400 points. He then
gained 200 pofnts. What is his score?



Name:. Dote:, Name: Date:

e?

To-n>

Spiral Review C Spiral Review D

oc 00

s3
^s

#1 Fil! in the missing value in each
equafion:

b) -5x_=-5

c) _x -6 = O

#2 What is 23.45 less than 56.004?

#3 Evaluate the expression below.

2^4

#4 Evaluate the expression when f=
-9 and g=8

2/+2g

#5 Evaluate the expression below.

1 . 3

4 4

#& There are 96 students going on
the field trip to the museum. If about
54% of the students are girl, about
how many girls are going on the
trip?

#1 Give an algebraic example of
the identity property of
multiplication.

#2 Simplify the expression using the
distributive property.

"~Tr6"
4 6

#4 Solve the inequolity below. Give
three possible values for g.

3g-7214

#5 Compare each set of numbers
using <, > or =

b) -2/a_-%

c) -3(2)_3(-2)

#6 A shirt at the store costs $25. You
have a coupon for 20% off. How
much will you save on the shirt?



Name: Date:. Name:. Dote:

>

rp-r»

#1 Identify the property then simplify
the expression.

3. (X«2)= (3 'x)

Spiral Review E Spiral Review F

#3 Evoluate the expression below.

-2-3^

#5 Write 45% as a decimal and a
fraction.

#2 Simplify the expression using the
distributive property-

3f (f + 3)

#4 Write the decimal, -4.875 as a
mixed number.

#6 Your teacher has a bowl with 30
candies in it. The ratio of chocolafes
to jelly beans is 3:2. How many
chocolates are in the bowl?

#1 Evoluate the expression when b:
-0.25 and c= -6.

-c+b

#3 Evaluate the expression beiow.

6 4
7 5

#5 Write 36% as a decimal and a
froction.

#2 Simplify the expression using the
distributive property.

-5 (-«h- 2)

#4 Evaluate the expression below.
-0.34 + 2.S

#6 lf a line is drawn connecting
points (-1.-6) and (-1.5), how many
units long is the tine?

OE OF

^
bi -t^



Name:. Date: Name:. Date:

G~"^

(p-s
p
&-n>

Spiral Review G Spiral Review H
#1 Evaluate the expression when b=
-0.25 and c= -6.

+3bc

#3 Evaluote the expression below.

2, 1

3 9

#5 9 !s 20% of what number?

#2 Helena is on the swim team.
If she can swim 24 laps in 4
minutes, how long will it take
herto swim 36 laps?

#4 Solve and graph the inequality
below.

14S2g

#6 if a line is drawn connecting
points (3,-9) and (3,1), how many
units long is the line?

os

rQ
OH

s^
CriL£

^-

#1 Find the area of the
parallelogrQm below.

14.5in.

#2 A recipe for cookies calls for
1 /3 a cup of sugar for ever 1
cup of flour. If you use 6 cups
of flour, how much sugar do

you need?

#3 Write the decimal. -2.25 as a
mixed number.

#4 What is the area of the figure
made by the points below.

101
'l
81
7|
'l
5|
41
31
21
1
o' 123456789 10

#5 Order the numbers from least to

greatest.

#6 Find the mean of the dato set
below.

-5, -6, -4.5, -2, -6



Name:. Date: Name:. Date:

^L̂

^

C2-
n>

Spiral Review I Spiral Review J

01 OJ

3S
e-'^t.

-c-

#1 What is 56% of 93? #2 Find the surface area of a cube
with an edge length of 3 inches.

#3 What is the product of -3.4 and
56.03?

#4 What is the area of the figure
made by the points below.

101
91
sl
7]
61
51
II
3i
21

1

-T

o' 123456789 10

#5 Give an algebraic example of
the commutative property of
addition.

#6 What is the median and mode of
the data set below.

9, 15, .2, 9,16,15, 9

#1 Find the missing angie of the
triangle below:

'75°

54- X

#2 Write the exponent expression in
expanded form. Then evaluate the
expression.

5"

#3 Write 0.65 as o percenf and a
fraction.

#4 Tickets to the amusement park.
cost $12.50 peradutts ond $6.50 per
child. If a family of 2 adults Qnd 4
children go to the park, how much
money will it cost for tickets?

#5 Order the numbers from teast to

-2, -5.5, -5.75, -5.67, -3.4

#6 Find the area of the trapezoid
below.

8m

2m

16m



Nome: Date:.

Spiral Review K
#1 How many 2.25-pound
containers can you make with
36 pounds of pistachios?

#3 There are 35 boys who tr/ out for
the basketball team. If 20% of the
boys will by cut from the team, how
many boys wi!) be on the teom?

#5 Evaluate each expression.
a] -2.2x-6=

b) -3.2- (-0.5)=

cl -4+-1 6.34=

#2 Write the exponent expression in
expanded form. Then evaluate the
expression.

(-0.25)2

#4 Mrs. Coners has 36 pencils
on her desk. The ratio of
unsharpened to sharpened
pencils is 1:5. hHow many
unsharpened pencils does she
have?

#6 The area of a rectangular sheet
of paperis 189/io square inches. If
the length is 2V4 inches, what is the
width?

OKa.s

Name: Date:.

Spiral Review L
#1 You are scuba diving. Your
current position is 8 feet below
sea level. The first you are
looking at is 9.25 feet below
sea level. How for apart are

you?

#3 13 is 25% of what number?

#5 Evoluate each expression.
a] -0.5+ 1.2=

b) -5.6 x -1.4 =

c) -7+2-4.5=

#2 Write the exponent expresslon in
expanded form. Then evaluate the
expression.

(-%)'

#4 The Lang family takes a
road trip. The first day, they
travel 567 miles in 9 hours. If
they continue to travel at the
same rate, how far will they
travel in 13 hours?

#6 Find the area of the triangle
below.

16 in.

22 in.

4-



Name: Date: Name:. Date:

Spiral Review M Spiral Review N

^

CD
3
^

OM

s ^
oO^

-n

#1 Evaluate the expression
below.

3 7

#2 lf a tine is drawn connecting
points f-2,-4} and (-5,-4), how many
units long is the line?

#3 25% of the students in art club are
going on the field trip to the art
museum. If 14 students are going to
the art museum, how many students
are there in the dub?

#4 Mrs. Corson travels 5 days a
week per month for work. How
many days does she travel per
year?

#5 What is -3.45 less than -8.9 ? #6 Find the area of the triangle
below.

3 in.

0.45 in.

#1 Evaluate the expression
below.

-5 x 23 x (.4)

#2 Write a real life situation that can
be represented by the inequality
below.

x>-4

#3 What is 4.5% of 62? #4 Simpfify the expression using the
distributive property.

1.5(3p-2.5)

#5 Evaluate the expression when b=
-1.2andc=-5.4.

2b+2c

#6 Jennifer has art class every 2
days and librar/ every 3 days. If she
has both art and librar/ today, in
how many doys will Jennifer hove
both again?



Name: Date:

Spiral Review O

^i^
^n

^

#1 What is the range and
mean of the dafa set below?

17,22,43,10,15

#2 What is the volume of a cube
with an edge length of 3.4 cm?

#3 Richard got 43 out of 55
questions correct on his test. What
percent did he get correct? Round
your answer to the nearest whole
number.

#4 What integer represents
withdrawing 375 feet below sea
level?

#5 Evaiuate the expression when
c=2.2and d=--4.5

21cd

#6 Write an inequality for the
expression below:

7'here ore at mosf 30 students sn
each c/ass.

00
o

<j
-o ^
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6th Grade Advanced Math
i._1_1_I_1.!_t_i_i-1_i_i^-—-^i_».

I
~1

.0: I I IT

?OBLEN:^T
j the problem below. His work and answer is in Dt^*-*-'.
, a decimal and percent? Round your answers to the
dredth.

[[ 33 -l^ =2 Ofc
IT 33 -Ifc =2.0{. X 100 = ZOfc.25/

Jorge sollve<
What is -^ as
nearest hundredth.

DeciMal
F€RC€NT

What mistakes did Jorge
make? Use complete
sentences to explain.

Solve the problem above
correctly.

Da^ I5 RS' '
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NaiMe: Da|e:

FINDING THE WHOLE
ERROR An^lysis T^sk

PROBLEN:
Jackie solved the problem below. hler work and answer is in BULl>.
30% of the track team will compete in the Spring Meet. If 24 students
compete in the Spring Meet, how many members are there on the
track team? Round your answer to the nearest whole number.

DeciMal 30 - ioo = 0.3
24 X 0.3 = 1 STUdCNTS ^N ThC T€aM

ERROR ANALYSIS:
What mistakes did Jackie
make? Use complete
sentences to explain.

CORRECT WORK:
Solve the problem above
correctly.

(^ih GraAf. nay 15 D^,3
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Na|tne: Da|e:

^a^1
--TT

I I I I
IPROBLEN:

Evan solved the problem below. His work and answer is in t^ULU.
Use the percent proportion to find what 39% of 45 is. Round your
answer to the nearest whole number.

K "
TOO

4^00=31X
-31 -31
H5/ = X

IERRORANALYSIS:
What mistakes did Evan make?
Use complete sentences to
explain.

Solve the problem above
correctly.

J—L---—.1—l—l—l—1.——-.i——.1—L



Name:

Two-Step

Write an expression to represent each situation.

1. You are going to an amusement park. It costs $15 to get in

and $2 for each ride, r.

"iR.iofe- p^y

VK'SSift^l-W'fi^ lifl"i

2. Miles makes $14 per hour but has to pay $55 for his cell

phone bill.

3. Olivia bought 8 bags of fruit at the farmer's market. She put

o apples and b bananas in each bag.

4. Ms.Baynes has $70 and spends $6 on eoch ofy books.

5. Anna and her brotherwere co!lectinci seashelis. She co'lected

s shells and her brother collected twice as much.

6. Carlos and Brandon had p pencils and e erasers. They

combined these and split them equally.

7. Mason's mom bought g games online. The games cost $12

each plus a $7 shipping fee.

8. Haley and Mia's dad said if they combine the money they've

saved, hewould double it.

9. Jacob makes $10 for ever/ lawn he mows, m. He owes his

brother $20.

10. Rosa is making a cherr/ pie. She divides c cherries into 4 pies

and eats the remaining 6 cherries.

Super Teacher Worksheets - www.superteachemorksheets.com
VtSAiWW.:.



Name:

Tell whether each algebraic equation is correct.
Write true or not true on the line nexf to each.

1. 0-6=4,0=10

3.
d-6 =3,d

5. x+x+7=16,x=4

-fs<,j»St;'yfi-'j
_,.,,, , ,.^

CftauMfe<M)ft lfV"i

12 =2,c=6

8z=48, z= 7

30
=h ,h = 6

7. =1,1= 8. 13-z=8,z=4

If the algebraic equation shown is true, write true on the line. If the algebraic equation is not
true, cross ou< }he va!ue for the variabls and write a new vaiue on fhe line to make it true.

example: a-1 = 6 ,a =

Since this is not true, cross ouf the 8 and write a = 7 on the line.

9. 9-w= 1 , w=9
p

11.

15.

18
T =2,fc=9

13. 7a=28,a=3

36
=b,b=3

10. 2'
=5,P=10

12. 12+J=21,J=6

14.
24
7

=4,y=8

16. 17-v=5,v=12

17. Is the equation in the box to the right always false,
no matfer what value you give the variable?
Explain your answer.

Ob=4

Supei- Teiacher VVurksheefs • www..supe.ilea^hM^u^b6e,b'.-&o.ni ^^i-U^'^^.^.
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Name:
te&a9'5'M^'H ^,

Tofind the area ofatriangle, use the formula area= 4- x basex height orA=-Lxb x h,

example:

7 cm

A=yxbxh

base = 7 cm

heighf = 4 cm

A=-^- x 7 cmx4 cm

A= ^- x 28 cm2

A= 14 cm2

Find the area of each triangle.

a, b.

'2^

area =

d.

area

e.

\b
z^

b''t

area =

f.

area = area = area

Find the area of each triangle using the base and height measurements.

g. b = 37 millimeters h.b = 37 millimeters
h = 22 millimeters

b = 62.5 kilometers
h = 20 kilometers

b = 44.6 meters
h = 40.3 meters

! area = arsa rtr^r^. —.

Super Teacher Worksheets - www.superteacherworteheete.com \'i:i.i-i.,'Af
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Name:

1.

3.

4.

There are 12 golf balls in a bucket. There are x white
golf batls and 5 orange golf balls.

Which equation illustrates this situation? (Circle one.)

x-5= 12 x+5= 12

12+X=5 5x=12

What is the value of x?

You have $x. You spend $3 fo play golf. You have $8 left.

Which equation illusfrates this situation? (Circle one.)

$3 -$x = $8 $x+ 3 = $8

$8 - $3 = $x $x - $3 = $8

What is the value of x?

A group of x golfers are split up Into 3 equal groups.
There are 4 golfers in each group.

Which equation illustrates this situation? (Circle one.

^ =4
3

4x=3

What is the volue ofx?

=4

3x=4

You have x golf fees in your bag. Your sister has 4 times
as many tees as you do. Your sister has 36 fees.

Which equation illustrates this situation? (Circle one.)

=36
4

36x=4

What is the value of x?

4 =36
x

4x=36

Supfer Teucher Worksi'i&e-ls - www.sji^Def.^a^jierwojK.sheel^cooii
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Name:

One and Two-Step with Parentheses

Write an expression to match each phrase.

1. four times a number, decreased by six

2. fhe product of two and a number, divided by five

3. seven less than a number

4. the quotient of four and e

5. six times the sum of nine and a number

6. fhe difference of thirteen and six, multiplied by a number

7. the sum of ten times a number and 12

8. the quotient of 20 and x, increased by seven

9. the difference of 16 and a number, divided by 2

10. 8 fewer than the sum of 14 and a number

Write a phrase in words fo match each expression.

11. 3/7-6

Super Teacher Worksheefs - www.superteacherworteheefs.com
V£AM»ws.f-.
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Commonly Confused Words
GRAMMAR: "Grammar's Cats," pages 2-3

February2020

Name:
'&.l^l

Who's vs, Whose
The words whos and whose are often confused and misused. Here's what you need to know to use them correctly:

Who's is a contraction of who is or wAo Ao^.

Examples:
"Who's coming to the party?" asked Ned.

Shayna, who's going to space camp this summer,
decorated her bedroom to iook like a spaceship.

Whos seen the new season o/Stranger Things?

Whose is the possessive form of who. It shows
ownership.

Examples:
"Whose

gtass is on the table?" asked Ana.

I asked Grandpa, whose pies are belowd in my

famity, to niake two chery piesfor the bake sale.

Were going to miss Jorge, whose talent on the
basketbatt court helped us win the championship.

Directions: Undertine the correct boldface word in each sentence.

1. BUlie Eiiishi who's/whose had severa] hit songs recently, is one ot'my tavorite singers.

2. Danielle, who's/whose lived in Australia for the past two years, just moved back to the United States.

3. Jackson does not knowwho's/whose number that is.

4. My cousin M'ichael, who's/whose one of the ftinniest people I know, is coming to visit next weelc.

5.1 don t know who's/whose recipe it is, but this lasagna is delicious!

6, Mom asked, "Who's/Whose dirty shoes are on the kitchen Qoor?"

7. Regina, who's/whose flnally recovered from her cold, invited Ariadne to sleep over on Friday.

Directions: For each sentence below, fill in the blank with either who's or whose.

. plan was to spend the day at the beach, groaned when it began to rain.B.Ryan,.

9._been eating these cookies? They were supposd to be for the party!

10. The mail carrier,_name is Jared, always has a smile on his face.

11. Lucas,

12."

sick with the flu, has stayed home from school three days in a row.

that?" asked Kim, pointing at the photo.

®ZOZOBY SChtOLASTIC INC. PERMISSION GRANTED TO TEACHERS ANO SUBSCRIBERS TO PROJECT OR MAKE COFIES OF THIS PAGE TO DISTRIBUTE TO STUDENTS,



t s 9 p.m. and you're planning to go to sleep soon.
You have to be up at dawn for a basketball game.
But you want to relax a bit before bed. So you pull
up your favonte YouTube ehannel and press play.

When the video ends, another one starts unmediately.
One more can't hurt, right? But then you watch a thtrd
video. Then a fourth. .. and a fifth. ..

. Before you know it, it's 1 a.m. and you haven't even
brushed your teeth. .

Iftbjs scenano souads fanuiiai, you're not alone. In
fact, most Americans admit to binge-watching—thatis,
watching multiple episodes of a TV show or devoting
hour after hour to platforms like YouTube and TikTok in
one sittmg.

The occasional bmge-watch is fun and harmless. But
as binge-watching has become ingralned in our culture,
experts aie soiuiding the alarm. They're saying that all
this scieen time is making us tired and depressed.

So why do we do it? And how can we stop?

When your parents were kids, there was basicaUy
one way to watch shows: on a television. Back then,
most series released one episode per week. If a show
ended on a cliff-hanger, you had to wait an entire week

(m agony!) to find out what happened. Binge-watching
waspQssibleqrUyifyQurentedQrbpughtVIIStapesor
DVDs of the show after it aired.

Today> we. have streaming services, such as NetfUx,
IIyly, and Disney Plys, ti'iat pro'vide access to cntu'e
seasons of a show. Thanks to these platforms, we don't
have to wait a week—oreven a minute—tofind out
what happens to Eleven in Stranger Things. We just
click "NextEpisode."

We don't bmge-watch simply because we can
though. We birige-watch because our brains make it

physically difficult to puU ourselves away. Here's the
deal: When you feel pleasure—Hkewhen you bite into
a gooey brownie or listen to your favorite song—your
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brain releases a chemical called
dopamine. That chemical is also
released when yoy watch a video

you enjoy. Your brain really lit.es
this rush of dopamine, so it eggs

you on: "One more! One more!"
Our brains are not endrely

to blame however. Streaming

platforms are designed in a way
that keeps us watching. Autoplay,
where the next video starts
automaticaUy, and commercial"
free viewing options mean oui
eyes stay glued to the screen.

Here s another reason not to binge too often: You
may not have as much fun. When a show releases one
episode per week—asThe Mandalorian did^t biulds
excitement and gives people a chance to talk and
analyze between episodes. Research suggests thatwe

may actuaUy enjoy shows more when we watch them
more slowly.*

So how do you knowwhen binge-watchlng goes
too far? Skippihg out on tiine with friends and family,
misstng meals, and skimping on sleep are alt signs that
it's time to scale back.

Bmge-watching isn't atl bad. Zonrng out with a good
show can help you relax and take your mind offyour-
worries for a while. And ifyou tlun it into a soecial
event-—suchas having 6'iends over for a Supergirl
marathon—itcanbe afunwayto socialize.

Tlie problem arises when we bmge all the tirne. A
2017 study found that people yrho binge regularly are
more Ukely to be chronically tired because they stay
up later. They are also more sedentary, Numerous
s&Lidies have shown that sitting fQi long periods oftiine

isn t gpod for our physical health. Then there is the

factthafwe often binge-watch by ourselves. Too much
tim.e alone in frQnt of a screen has been

linked to loneliness arid depression.

The gbod news is that you can beat the binge—with
a little pracdce. Dr. Danesh Alam from NorthweStem
Medicine Central DuPage Hospital recommends

deciding at fhe start of the week how much tune to

dedicate to shows and videos. You can use Apple's
Screen Time tools to b'ack your ti.me on apps. You can
also disable autoplay on many platforms,including
YouTube and Netflix.

ifyou're stiUhavmg trouble, enlist a friend to help.

Plan a screen-free hangout on Saturday aftemoons, for

example. And when you do binge-watch, takebreaks.

Walk the dpg. Klck a baB around. Have a dance-off

between Mandalorian episodes (because yes, the entire
first season is now available).

And most important? Tuin off the screen one hour

before bed, Tliis will help you get a godd nlglit's sleep.

We promise BabyYoda will stUl be fhere tomorrow. ®

li.iWtltKyiHu'answertothequestioi

.One piece oftextff ^t'IISllfiliBilBMKBBiilM^@B^^UB^^^B

^Thjsevidenjjti^upports^youiiai'8t»ey?t)|c3uge
^? ^^'^:^A-i^A^-:^^^^^^;^'ii^^"'^^(;:;'^:'!';yiK^.^;^H^^^^^'fc^
^^t:y^^'S^SSKsS^S^?SSfffSSS.^!ssSs^^XS^^^?®^S£^^^%^@^;;£®£i;'i;y'fe^;^

''i^M^a'iw^S^'SWt-WWmpS^^

'Besearcli (rom Ihc Universlty af Melliourne found fhit vie'wers enjoyeil shcws morE when [iiey
watched me episodE per day ttian when Ihey wafched an snllre season in oiie sittinj.
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"The Truth About Binge-Watchingw Quiz

Directions: Read "The Truth About Binge-Watching." Then answer the questions below.

1. What 1s the maln purpose of the section
"BmgeingAU theTlme"?

to provide suggestions ofshows to binge-watch
(B) to explaln why people blnge-watch

to persuade readers to never binge-watch
to help readers understand the effects ofbinge-
watching on the mlnd and body

2. In the section "How to Beat the Blnge," author
Mackeiirie Cairo's tone could best be described
as

reflective and uncertain.

@ frustrated and stern.
suspicious and worried.
lighthearted and encouiaging.

3. Whlch lines best support the answer you chose in

question 2? Choose two answers.
"The

good news is that you can beat the
binge—witha little practice." (p. 23)

@ We proinise BabyYoda \\iU stil! bs there
tomorrow." (p. 23)

©"Dr. DaneshAlam from Northwestern Medicine
Central DuPage Hospital recommends deciding
at tbe start of the week how much time to
dedicate to shows and videos." (p.23)
"Turn offthe screen one hour before bed." (p. 23)

4. The author wrltes, "But as blnge-watchlng has
become Ingrained m our cultuie, experts are
soimdlng the alarm." From this line, you can infer
that experts

aie supportive ofthe binge-watchingtrend.

@ are uncertain about binge-watching.
are excited that so many people binge-watch.
are concerned about how popular binge-
watching has become.

5, Consider dus llne: "Aiid ifyou tuni [bmge-
watching] into a special event—suchas having
frlends over for a Supergirlmarathon—itcan be a
fun way to socialize" This line

emphasizes how popular binge-watching is.

(§) offers a rebuttal to the argument that binge-
watchingis enjoyable.

©supports the argument that binge-watching
occasionally isn't harmful.
supports the claim that Sllpergirl isagood show.

6. Based on the article, wtth whlch of the followlng
statements can you conclude the author woirid
likely agree? Choose two answers.

Binge-watching has benefits and drawbacks.

@ People should never binge-watch.
Binge-watching is OK when done infrequently.

@ Binge-watching makes shows more enjoyable.

Constructed-Response Question
Directions: Write your answers in a well-organized response.

7. Author Mackenzie Carro writes, "The
problem arises when we binge all the time." How well does Carro support

this daim?What could she have included to strengthen her claim? Use text evidence to supportyour answer.

"2020 BY SCHOLASTIC MC. PERMBSION GRANTED TO TEACHERS AND SUBSCKIBERS TO PROJECT OR MAKE COPIES OF THIS PAGE TO DISTRIBUTE TO STUDENTS.



Comprehending Functional Text Poster: Assessment
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Germs cause disease. You can't see germs, but they are on everything you
touch.The single most important thing you can do to fight the spread of germs
at school is to wash your hands. w?—

Wash your hands
• after using the bathroom.
• after coughing or sneezing.
• after touching books and money.
• before eating.

Hand Washing Steps

Step 1: Wet your hands v/ith warm water.

Step 2: Lather both hands with soap for 20 seconds.

Step 3: Wash between fingers, wrists, under fingernails, and the back
of your hands.

Step 4: Rinse the soap from your harids.

Step 5: Dry your hands with a clean paper towe!.

Step 6: Turn off the water using a paper towel.

Note: If soap and water are not available,
use alcohol-based hand sanitizer.

CD-404182 ©MarkTwainMedia, Inc., Publishers
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Directions: Fill in the bubble next to the correct answer for each multiple-choice question.

1. What is the most important thing you can
do to stop the spread of germs?
O a. do not touch door knobs

O b. sneeze into a Kleenex

O c- cover mouth when coughing

O d. handwashi.ng

2. When washing your hands, what is a good
substitute for soap and water?

O a- alcohol-based hand sanitizer

O b. bleach and cold water

O c. hand lotion

O d- first aid cream

3. Which step comes immediately after
rinsing the soap from your hands?

O a. 1
O b. 3
O c. 5

O d. 6

4.

5.

What does the poster recommend doing
before turning off the water?

O a. Wet your hands.

O b. Lather both hands.

O c. Rinse your hands.

o d. Dryyourhand;

Why are you instructed to use a paper
towel to turn off the water?

O a- The knob has germs on it.

O b. The knob might be hot.

O c- The paper towel will keep the
knob clean.

O d. The paper towel will help you
turn the knob off.

6. In which step are you directed to wash
under your tingernails?

O a. 2

O b. 3

O o, 4

O d. 5

7. According to the poster, why is it
important to wash your hands?

O a- Hands get dirty at school.

O b. Your hands will smell better.

O c- Germs are everywhere.

O d- Hand washing gets rid of dead
skin cells.

8. Germs cause

O a- allergies.

O b. disease.

O c. headaches.

O d. obesity.

9.

10.

According to the poster, how many
seconds should you lather your hands?

O a. 10
20
30
40

o
o
n<-/

b.
c.
d.

How many hand-washing steps are
listed on the poster?
O a. 6

O b. 7

O c. 8

O d. 9

CD-404182 ©MarkTwainMedia, Inc., Publishers
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maginefhat right now, on some far-away

planet, in some distant part of the iiniverse,

|| there exists an entire civilization of
extraterrestrials. Nowimagine that

scientists Iiave decided to send thein a inessage,
and get this: They've asked YOU to help
figure out what that message should say.

What would you want to tell the aliens?
What would you want them to know about
humanity? About our planet?

The idea of sciendsts sending a message
to aliens might sound like science fiction. But
backinthelate 1970s, agroup ofscientists at
NASA CNationalAeronautlcs and Space AdministraUon)
(.lid e.vycily thsix. They launched a message mto space
with the hope that one day, life-forms in the far reaches
ofthe galaxy might Bnd it.

raoa'iHiG roi'ey'er
The idea began with two NASA spacecrafts,

Voyager 1 and Voyager 2. The original purpose of
the Voyager m-ission wasn't to taUc to aliens. It was to
coUect scientific data abou.t the outer solar system and
send it back to Earth.

The Voyagers laimched into space tn 1977, and
sihce theri, they've had qulte ari adventure. They)ve

snapped the only close-up photos of
Uranus and Nepturie in existence.
They've observed Jupiter s Great
RedSpot, a violent windstorm
twice the size of Earth. And they've
beamed back invaluable data
about our solar system.

About five years from now, though, the Voyagers wiU
run out ofpower. After that, the spacecrafts wiU float
aimlessly, driSmg thiough the galaxy forevei.

Back in the 1970s, NASA knew this would happen.
And that got a NASA astronomer named Carl Sagan
thinkmg: If ths Voyagers wers going to stay in deep
space forever, wasn t it possible that one day, another
Ufe-fonn might find them? In which case, Sagan
wondered, could the Voyagers be our chance to
communicate with atiens?

M'akios) the 6c1deii Rscord
Sagan and a few colleagues wanted to attach a

special message about Earth to each spacecraft. They

pitched the idea to NASA, and NASA agreed.
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Sagan assembled
a team ofscientists,
writers, artists, muslc

producers, and other
experts. Theirjob was to
figure out exactly what
the message should
say about humanity.
They spent months

poring over photos and
Ustemng to music. Tiiey
wanted to show a variety
of cultures, as weU as
different environments.
They also had to be careful. They didn't want to give
aliens fhe wrong idea about our intentions, so they
made sure not to include any images ofwar or crime.

The message came to be known as the Golden
Record. It is a collection of sounds and images that
the team encoded on a gold-plated copper disk. Two
copies vrere made, one for each Voyager.

Pcrtrgit of Our World
The Golden Record is a fascinating portrait of our

worid. Soine images depict basic hum.an functions: a
woman eating ice cream, a man drinking water, the
silhouette of a pregnant woman. Others show feats of
human. engineering: a train, an airplane, the Taj Mahal.
StUl others capture thc natural features of our planet:

.a sequoia tree, arocky shorelme, a
ti-opical island.

The Golden
.Record also mcludes.

a 12-min.ute
compUation of
sounds such as
thunder, a crymg

baby, a chimpanzee,
and the hum of a car's
engine. Greetings m 55
languages and a map
showmg the location
of our solar system are

part of the message too.
But it is music that

makes up most of the Golden Record. There are songs
ftom all over the world: classical music from Europe,

drum and pipe music fcom Peru, and rock 'n' roll from

America. Perhaps the record's creators thought music
could explain more to aliens about humanity than

words and images ever could.

It's been more than 42 yeais since the Voyagers left

our planet. TIie spacecrafts are ROW some 11 biBion

miles from Barth. That s farther than anyhuman-
made object has ever traveled. They are zooming

through space at a cool 35,000 miles per hour—about

20 times faster than a speeding bullet.

Maybe one day, life-forms from a distant planet
wiU fmd the Golden Record drifting among the stars.

If they do, what wiU they think of us2 @

Write ypiir ansiffatto the questibn abovey

One piece qftext evidence'thijtf: sypports your answer is: oLns^r+<r1cst'
This evidence supports you</rnswer BS^use:
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Short Read Quiz
Directions: Read "The Day We Sent a Message to Aliens." Then answer the questions below.

1. On page 26, Mackenzie Caj-ro wrttes "the idea
of scientists sending a niessage to aliens inight
sound like science fiction/' This comparison
suggests that

®seaiching for extraterrestrial life is expensive.

®commumcating with aliens seems far-fetched.
scientists did notwant to attach messages to the
Voyager spacecrafts.
scientists got the idea for the Golden Record
from a novel.

2. On page 26, Carro writes that Carl Sagaii aiid liis
colleagues "pitched the idea to NASA" Based on
context dueSf what is the deflnition otpitch as it is
used here?

to contribute to a common taskor goaJ
@ to set up and fix firmly m place

to throw an object toward a particular point
@ to propose a plan to apersonorgroup ofpeople

to consider

3. How does the sectlon "Floating Forevcr"
contribute to the artlcle?

It explains where theVoyagers are today.

@ It Bxplains NASA's rnle in the II.S. government.
©It provides background information about the

outer planets.
It explains how Sagan got fhe idea to send a
message to extraterrestrials.

4. What was the Intention behind the Golden
Record's inessage?

to celebrate the accomplishments ofhumanity

@ to request help collecting scientiflc data in deep
space
to tell extraterrestrials about life on Earth
to warn extraterrestrials against invading Earth

5. Whlchstatementcanbesupportedby
informatlon in the article?

. @ Soroe people thirik it's time to make a new
Golden Record.

©Voyagers1 and 2 ha.ve been successful in
completing their original mission.

lien civilizations aie more technologically
advanced than human civilization.

@ Carl Sagan is one ofthe most influentlal
scientists ofour time.

6. Whatlsthemainpurposeoftheartide?
to convince readeis to listen to the Golden
Record

@ to inform readers about the history and future of
a special NASAmission

©to explain the pros and cons ofspace exploration
to entertain readers wlth a story about aliens

Constructed-Response Question
Directions: Write your answer in a well-organized response.

7. Write a three- to five-paragraph story in whlch aliens find the Golden Record. Include tnformation
about the Golden Record from "The DayWe Sent a Message to Aliens" in your story.

^2020 BY SCHOLASTIC INC. PERMIS5ION GRANTEO TO TEACHERS ANO SUBSCRIBERS TO PROJECT OR MAKE COPIES OF THIS PAGE TO DISTRIBUTE TO STUOENTS.



Department Stores Women's Appiarel
1 Windsor

16 New London
5 Towp & City

14 Cruise Wear
22 Night Life
24 Fashions

Shoes
2 Feet First
9 Ace Athtetics

18 Fancy Foot
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20 Casual Look
11 T-shirt Alley
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10 Spring River Vitamins
23 hIairDynamicsl

6 Wireless Devices
12ShopSmart
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Restaurants &
'Food

' 4 Spaghetti House
8 Cup Cake Central

17 Black Forest
£5Sweet Freedom lcy

Specialty Shops
- 7 Pet Time
19 Perfumes and Shades
21 Game World
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Directions: Fill in the bubble next to the correct answer for each multiple-choice question.

1. How many stores are listed on the Mall
Directory?

O a. 8
O b. 14
O c. 20
O d. 25

2. Which headlng would you look under to
find a store that sold cell phones?
O a. DepartmeritStores

O b. Electronics

O c. Health and Beauty

O d- Specialty Shops

3, Where is fhe publte telephons located?

O a- sast entrance

O b. west entrance

O c- north entrance

O d. south entrance

4. Which restaurant is located between the
Black Tie & Tuxedo store and Town & City
store?

O a- Black Forest

O b. Cup Cake Central

O c- Spaghetti House

O d. Sweet Freedom lcy

5. Which shop is closest to the public
restrooms?

O a. CruiseWear

O b. HairDynamics

O c. Perfume and Shades

O d. 4UWireless

6. Which store would be a good place to
shop for a pair of running shoes?

O a. 6

O b. 9

O c. 11

O d. 12

7. Which store is closest to the ATM
machine?

O a. 13

O b. 16

O c. 19

O d. 24

8. Which store is labeled 21 on the mali
map?

O a. GameWorld

O b. New London

O c. Shop Smart

O d. Spring River Vitamins

9. The star indicates the location of the

O a. public restrooms.

O b. mall entrance.

O c- mall office/security.

O d. water fountain.

10. Which store would carry supplies for your
cat?

O a- F6et First

O b, PetTime

O c. Shop Smart

O d. SmoothasSilk

CD-404182 ©MarkTwainMedla, Inc., Publishers



OPINION

S, digital inedia expert argues
that your private lile is exposed
online, no niutter how cuulious
you think you're being
BYZEYNEPTUFEKCI

eople concerned about privacy often try to be
"careful" online. Tliey stay off social media, or
if they're on it, they post cautiously. They don't
shaie information about their rellgious beliefs,
personal Ufe, health status, or political views.

They thmk they're protecting themselves.
But they are wrong. Things have changed because of new

technology and how easy it's become to access data about
billions of people. Discretion is no longer enough to protect
your privacy. Computer algorithms and network analyses can
now more dccm-ately infer a wide range ul thuigs aboul you.
That mcludes things you may have nsver shared, mcludmg

your moods, your political beliefs, and your health.
Individually opting out of our privacy-compromised

world is no longer an option.

Tracking Minds and Emotions
The idea of data inference is not new. Magazine subscriber
lists have long been purchased by retaUers, charities, and

politicians. These lists provide useful hints about people's
vlews. For example, a subscriber to The Wall Street Joiimal
is more Ukely to be a Republican voter than is a subscriber
to Rolling Stone.

But today's technology works at a far higher level. In 2017,
for exainple, the newspaper The Australian published an
article revealing that Facebook had told advertisers that
iL cotiEd piedici the emotions ofyotiiigei users.
The company claimed it could pinpoint when
users were feeling "tnsecure," "worthless,"

or otherwise in need of a "confidence boost."
Facebook was apparently able to draw these
inferences by monitoring photos, posts, and
other social media data.

Facebook denied letting advertisers target

people based on those chamcteristics. StiU, it's almost
certainly true that the company has that capacity.

Today's data inference does not merely check to see if
Facebook users posted phrases like "I'm depressed" or
"I feel terrible." The technology is more advanced. Machine-

Biscreiion
no longer
suffices to

protect your
privacy.

Vs

learning algorithms are fed huge amounts of data. The
computer-program tHen categorizes who is most Ukely
to become depressed.

Consider another example. In 2017, researchers got hold of
daia fiom more Uidu 40,000 ins'tdgrdni photos. They
used machine-learmng tools to Identify signs of
depression in a group of 166 Instagram users. Their
computer models turned out to be better predictors
of depression than hiimans who rated whether

photos were happy or sad.
Used honorably, data inference can be a

wonderful thing. Predicting depression before
clinical symptoms begin would be a boon for pubUc health.
That's why academics are researching these tools. They
dream of early scTeening and prevention.

But these tools are womsome too. Few people posting
phoEos on Instagram are aware that they may be reveaUng their

<B-
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inferences. But because data inference is a statistical
technique, it also often gets things wrong. What happens
when someone is denied a job on the basis of an inference
that we aren't even sure is correct?

NAMEAIEXMEBINA
A6E.. U
ETUNICmunNX
PEBSONAtny:
SOCULBBTANXIOUS
rouncALissiiEs;
ENVIBONMENI""
IMMIGMDON
BUK:
s,Na?EBS;H£AWliaN£S,
susm.GRApNicmreLs"

mental heaJth to anyone with the right computational power.
Data inference can also be a tool of socia]

control. The Chinese govemment is trying to
use big data and artificial intelUgence to single
out "threats" to Coinmunist role. They've
been keeping tabs on the country's Uighuis,
a mostly Muslim ethnic group.

Such tools are already being marketed for
use in hjring employees, for detecting shoppers'
moods, and for predictmg criminal behavior.
These tools need to be properly regulated.
If Lhey aren't, soon we could be htred, fired,

granted or denied insurance, accepted to
or rejected from college, granted or denied
housing, and extended or denied credit based on facts that
are inferred about us.

This is unsettling enough when it involves correct

"'•""PERCENTAGE""""

of Americans who say

there should be more

govemment regulation

of what companies can

do with customers'

onfine data.

Selling Your Location

Another troubling example of inference involves your phone
number. Even if you have stayed off Facebook and other social
media, your phone number is almost certainly in many other

people's contact lists on their phones. If they use Facebook (or
Instagram or WhatsApp), they have been prompted to upload
their contacts to help find their "friends." Many people do.

Once your niimber surfaces in a few uploads, Facebook
can put you in a social network. That helps the company
infer things about you since we tend to resemble the people
in our sodal set. Facebook even keeps "shadow"

profiles of
nonusers. The company deplcys "tracldjig

pbcels" all over the
web, giving it a reach beyond its platform. These pixels send
information to the company about your behavior.

In 2018, an investigatlon revealcd that Verizon, T-Mobile,
Sprint, and AT&T were selling people's real-time location
data. And other recent inquiries showed that weather
apps, includmg the Weather Channei. AccuWeather, and
WeatherBug, were seUing their users' iocation data. This kind
of data is useful for tracking you. Beyond that, it also helps
infer things about you, tike why you were at a doctor's office,

What's to be done? Designtng phones and devices to
be more privacy-protected would be a start. Govermnent

regulation of the collection and flow of data
would also slow things down. But we also
need laws that direcdy regulate computationa]
iiiferencc. lu olher worcis, what wiU we allow
to be inferred? Under what conditions will we
allow it? And what kinds of accountabUity,
disclosure, controls, and penalties for misuse
woiild be put in place?

Until we have good answers to these

questions, you can expect others to continue
to know more and more about you, no matter
how discreet you may have been. •

Zeynep Tbfekci is a professor of mformation science at the Uniuersity
ofNorth Cajvlma. She writes aboiit the social effects oftechnology

for The New York Tim.es.
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Name Class

For use with "What the Internet Really Knows About You" on p. 16 of the magazine

Test Your Knowledge
Choose the best answer for each of the following questions about "What the Intemet Really Knows
About You." For the analysis section, refer to the article as needed.

CHECK COMPREHENSION

1. What can data inference tools infer
about you with a high degree of accuracy?

a your mood
b yourstateofhealth
c yourpolitical beliefs
d alfoftheabove

2. What do data inference tools analyze
to learn about you?

a only the words you post
b only the words and photos you post
c only the words you post and your locations
d anythlng available about you online

3. Which statement is true about user location data?

a Many app companies sell user location data.
b Laws prsvent app companies from ssliing user

locatlon data.
c Very few companies are interested in buying

user location data.
d noneof the above

4. The shadow profile system us&d by Facebook
is a way to _.

a protect user data
b categorize user data
c collect data about nonusers
d share user data with other companies

ANALYZE THE TEXT

5. In the first section, the word comprom/sed
tn the phrase privacy-comproinised wor!d
most nearly means _.

a enhanced
b worried about
c exposedtoattack
d continuallyanalyzed

6. The author Includes statistics about predictors
of depresslon to support the idea that _.

a companies have long used data inference tools
b many people are concemed about their pnvacy online

c today's technology is more sophisticated than
technoiogy inthe past

d govemment regulation is needed to end misuse
of user data

7. Based on the author's use of quotatlon marks around
the word threats when discusslng China's use of data
inference, you can infer that she believes _.

a social control is necessary in China
b the threats in China are tikeiy to increase
c China's use of data inference is worrisome
d China's inference technology is highly advanced

8> The last paragraph of the section "Tracking Minds
and Emotfons" builds on the previous paragraph
by_.

a Ofrering a different poinfc of view about the tools
b discussing another negative outcome of the tools

c explaining additional expert reactions to the tools
d providing more background information on the tools

IN-DEPTH OUESTIONS Please use the other side of this paper for your responses.

9. What idea does the illustration convey? How do the images in the illustration work together to create this message?

10. What are the author's main claims in the article? Does she provide sufficient evidence to support her clalms?

Explaln. Conslder the graphs when formulatlng your responses.
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To have hubris is to have ewessive pride and ambition.
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S53s Th.e beast fears a tree from the ground and hurls it

.attheguards.

Ninotaan Grunt! Snort' Gnmtl

Minoss Do sbmething, youfoolsl
SD4! The guards thiow spears at the Minotaur, but the

beast is unperrious to their weapons.

Minos: Gontorol it, or you re all going to the dungeon!

SCl! The guards msh at the beast, but it easily swipes

thein aside. .

GuardSi Everyone out ofthe gaiden!
SDZiThey rush through the gate, the Minotaui close

behind, A guard slams the gate shutjust in time.

Daeilalus: Where did thls horrible creature come from?

Minos: I wassupposed to sacrifice my prize bull to the

god Poseidon. But! choss a Sesser bull instead.

Poseidon became so angry that he cursed me with this

beast. He even named it the Minotaur—afterme.

Suard ItWe've beentryuig to keep tiie beast a secret,
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Saedaiaass.WeU, Iwas
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S®2sThey continue on.
SD3s Icarus takes a
small mechanical bird
from his pocket. He

pulls the tail and the
wings Hap.
Icarus: This. is niy >

favorite of all the toys

you ve made.
SD4; He runs ahead,
holding up the bird as
though it were fiying.
Thenhe stops and
turns back.
Icarus; They say you
are the cleverestof

,men.
Caedalus (smilmg):
Dotheynow?
Icarusi You tum trees into ships and rocks ihto tools
and stone into palaces.
Oaedalusi Yes...?
Icariis: You see the worid around you, and from it
make incredible thirigs.
SDS; Icarus tums the toyoverinhishands.
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his match—asall monsters of
Greek mythotogy must do.
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knowthepath ofhubris? Itleads onlyto destruction!
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Icarus.
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Are they finished?
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The Clear Blue Sky Above the Sea
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A
genreis *

a category of
Uterature or art,

Mystery, science fiction,
historical fiction,
and biography are

all genres of
literature. ,•

Genre Exploration:
Into the Burning Sun

This stoiy belongs to two genres: drama and myth. In this activity, you witl focus on what makes it a myth.

Directions: The graphic organizer below gives some common characteristics of myths. Into the Burning Sun does not
have alt these characteristics, but it has many of them. We've filled in how the play shows one of these characteristics.

Choose FOUR more characteristks and briefly explain how the play shows those characteristics.

Has
nonhuman or

immortaJ characters

^lud^ tke £^c^r^^t<srs
o-F Atkenc^ c<ftd PoSieido^, \J\\o

cxfe iTAt^orto^l q&d^
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imaginary
creatures or beasts

heroes
orheroineswith

Teaches
lessons about

human emotions and
behaviors

MYTH
Into the Burning

Sun

Explains
the creation of

the worldExplains
events in nature



Literary Elements: Genre
DRAMA: Into the Burning Sun, pages 10-15
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Directions: Answer the questions below.

1. What other stories, plays, or movies have you read or seen that belong to the myth genre?

2. Many Greek myths and dramas contain a tragic hero—amam character who makes an error
injudgment that leads to his or her downfaU.

Tragic heroes often:

• fall from greatness, honor, or a high position ia society

• have a tragic flaw—acharacter trait that leads to their dowTifall

• choose one thing over another in what turns out to be a life-changing mistake

• don t listen to other characters' warnings

• receive a punishment that seems too harsh for their crimes, making the audience feel sad

• come to an understanding ofwhat went wrong and accept the truth

Consider Daedalus. In what ways is he a tragic hero?
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Touching moments in prosthetics: New bionic
limbs that can "feel"
ByWashington Post, adapted by Newsela staffon 01.06.20
Word Count 881
Level 1060L

Doctoral sludenl Jacob George (left) and professor Greg Clark examine the LUKE arm, a mbtorized and sensorized prosthetic that has been
in development for more than 15 years. Photo courtesy Dan Hixson/University of Utah College of Engineering

Phantom pain was ali that Keven Walgamotthad left ofthe arm.helost until he firstmed on the
LUKE Arm. Walgamott could "feel" again thanks to the bionic arm that a team at the University of
Utah developed.

Although traditional prosthetic limbs are useful for many people who have lost limbs, they have
limitations. Researchers around the world have been developing prosthetics that more closely
mimic the human body. These new prosthetics are bionic body parts that can touch, feel and even
learn new things.
"Touch isn't a single sense," said Gregory Clark, lead researcher ofthe study. "When

you first
touch objects with a natural hand, there's an extra burst of neural impulses."

The brain then "translates" neural impulses into characteristics such as firmness, texture and
temperature. This information is crucial in deciding how we should interact with an object. When
we hoid a basketbali, we interact v,'ith it differentlyjjapaj'y do^4)ea^.^.b^l.'<Sy usisg^if" 1^.1 FJ!;



Ai-m, Walgamott could "feel" the fragility of a mechanical egg, just as he would have with a natural
limb.

Tricking Brain Reduces Phantom Pain

Walgamott told researchers that it felt like he had his arm back and even his phantom pain was
reduced. Clark explained that was because the brain was tricked into believing fhat Walgamott's

prosthetic hand was his real hand.

Clark's team achieved these results by stimulating the sensory nerve fibers. They used a computer
algorithm to replicate the impulses the brain normally receives from a native arm.

Clark said that users "can feel the location and the contraction force oftheir muscles even when
muscles aren't there. We send electrical signals from the muscles, so the brain interprets them as
real."

Brain-Computer Interface

The brain-computer interface (BCI) is a critical component for bionic prosthetics. It enables
communication between the brain and the prosthetic. The LUKE Arm uses a neural interface that
users can easily apply to themselves. Yet in other mind-controlled prosthetics, brain implants are
used to send instructions to a robotic limb. However, this means that users must undergo brain
surgery —which can be risky, expensive, and requires time for recovery. Thanks to new
technologv', this might be about to change.

Bin He is a professor ofbiomedical engineering at Carnegie Mellon University. He and his team
have been woridng on a noninvasive BCI that can perform precise movements. In June his team
reported that they have developed a mind-controlled robotic arm "that uses noninvasive EEG
signals."

In the past, noninvasive BCIs have shown promising results. However, users could only perform
distinct actions such as pushing a button. Yet when it comes to a continuous action such as
tracking a cursor on a computer screen, users could only makejerky movements. In He and his
team's demonstration, the subject meiitally controlled a robotic arm in tracking a cursor. The

prosthetic finger was able to follow the cursor in a smooth, continuous path —just like a real
finger. While researchers used a computer-wired EEG cap on the subject during the
demonstration, He said that it is not necessary.

Thought-Controlled Robotic Devices Without Brain Surgery

He said that a smartphone app programmed with EEG recordings and wireless electrodes could
enable everyday use. People could then use thought-controlled robotic devices without brain
surgery.

Our native limbs are trained to perform actions ranging from walking to the movements required
to perform surgery. Prosthetic limbs also have to be trained for specific uses. Engineers at Joseph
Francis's lab at the University of Houston have been workiag on a BCI that can learn new
movements.

In 2018, the Imperial College London and the University ofGottingen collaborated to develop a
bionic hand. Tij.e liai'id used a l~iuiiiaii-j;iiafclii(ie ijiter&rB ttial sftrtiii:uiB)nrij,)d,s ti.) thf artifitiiHiiiiinb



based on the user's intentions. Using machine learning techniques, the hand can "learn" how to

perform new skills.

"Our main goal is to let patients control the prosthetic as though they were their biological limbs,"
said Dario Farina. Farina is a lead researcher on the project.

Taruna Yadav, who worked on the University of Houston team, said bionic body parts can work for
both amputees and paralyzed people. Paralyzed people might be at a higher risk for additional
nerve damage. However, He said that "a noninvasive BCI should apply to both. The BCI system
can be tailored to particular needs.

The Next Frontier

And the next frontier? If BCIs and other neural interfaces can improve our bodies capacities,
would it be possible to develop bionic add-ons that grant superhuman abilities?

"In a sense, yes," Clark said. "Indeed, we already do. Glasses restore normal vision to the
nearsighted. But telescopes and microscopes allow us to see what would be otherwise unseeable.
Canes assist in walking after injury, but fiberglass vaulting poles allow us to clear superhuman
heights."

Yet in other ways, bionic parts are no match for nature. Clark pointed out that the capabilities of
the LUKE Arm are no match for the thousands ofmotor and sensory channels ofthe human body.

Clark explained that the field ofbiomedical engineering exists to improve nature when it goes awry
through illness or an accident. "But we also try to understand and use nature to improve
engineering aiid oursel'/es, he said.



Quiz

1 Which section from the article BEST explains why noninvasive prosthetics are importanf?

(A)
"Tricking Brain Reduces Phantom Pain"

(B)
"Brain-Computer Interface"

(C)
"Thought-Controlled Robotic Devices Without Brain Surgery"

(D)
"The Next Frontier"

Read the followlng statement.

Even though prosthetics have gotten very advanced, the natural human body is still much more
effective and complex.

Which sentence from the article provides the BEST suppori: for the above statement?

(A) Yet when it comes to a continuous action such as tracking a cursor on a computer screen, users could
only makejerky movements.

(B)
"Our main goal is to let patients control the prosthetic as though they were their biologicai limbs," said
Dario Farina.

(C) Taruna Yadav, who worked on the University of Houston team, said bionic body parts can work for both
amputees and paralyzed people.

(D) CIark pointed out that the capabilities of the LUKE Arm are no match for the thousands of motor and
sensory channels of the human body.

Read the following selection from the section "Tricking Brain Reduces Phantom Pain."

They used a computer algorithm to replicafe the impulses the brain normally receives from a
native arm.

Which two words would BEST replace "replicate" and "native" in the selection above?
/

(A) reproduce; muscular

(B) mimic; natural

(C) duplicate; normal

(D) repeat; resident

ftead the T'oiiowing sfiiection frofn the introduction [paragrsphs 1-4].

The brain then "translates" neural impulses into characteristics such as firmness, fexture and
temperature. This information is crucial in deciding how we should interact with an object.

Why did the author use the word "crucial"?

(A) to highlight the decisions we make when interacting with objects

(B) to highlight the differences between firmness, texture and temperature

(C) to emphasize that this kind of information is important for our senses to work

(D) to emphasize that this kind of information is necessary for our senses to work



Comparing and Contrasting Texts
ccss
R1.6.9:Comp3re anct contrast one author's

presentationofeventswittithatofanother
(e.g., a memoir written by and a biography on
the sameperson).
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I'llneverforgetthedaythat/lpo/to 11 landed on themoon.It wasJuly 20,1969,
and!hadjustturned 12.A!though ittookplacelateona Sundaynightour
time, my parents let me stay up past my bedtime to join the millions of people
watching Neil Armstrong take the first step on the moon's surface. 1 still recall
how my imagination raced. Would 1 be able to live on the moon one day? At
that moment, anything seemed possible.

At 10:56 PM Eastern Daylight Time on Sunday, July 20,1969, Neil Armstrong
became the first person to set foot on the surface ofthe moon. Astronaut
Buzz Aldrin followed Armstrong onto the iunar surface 20 minutes later. These
historic events were broadcast from the moon's surface and watched by

IBBSS81BS8 Pel'^)aPS the largesttelevision audience evei^approximately halfa billion

peoplearound theworld.
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^& 1 Part2:IVIodeledlnstruction

Read the following short biography of Amelia Earhart.

Gcnrc: Biography

Explore how to answer this question:
"How does the author's purpose influence the focus ofthe text

and the details presented?"
The author wants to focus on the early part of Earhart's life to explain her passion forflying. Which
facts has the author presented to show how Earhart's experiences started her on the path to
becoming a famous and fearless aviator?

On the lines below, explain the author's purpose. Find evidence from the text to support your
answer.

With a partner, discuss the author's point ofview about Amelia Earhart and how these feelings
are shown throughout the text. How might the author's point ofview toward Earhart have
affected her choice of details and her presentation of events?

iaa aSAli--.—...- —,.
opying is not permitted.



®[ Part3: Guidedlnstructioh Lesson19

Close Reading

Hint

Read another biography ofAmelia Earhart. Use the Close Reading and
the Hint to complete the activity.

Genre: Biography

Fill in the chart below based on the two biographies you read.

Write facts that are different under the title of each biography. Write
facts that are similar in the two biographies under Both.

^IShowYourThinking

On a separate piece of paper, write two paragraphs comparing and contrasting the information
provided in the biographies on pages 188 and 189.

With a partner, discuss why these two biographies about Earhart are different. Consider the
authors' purposes for writing, their points of^ew(,and ^iejnfqrmation they cjiose.j

GSCurriculum Associates, LLC Copylng is not permitted.
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Read the following memoir and biography about Helen Keller. Use the Study Buddies and the
Close Readings to guide your reading.

CjCfii'f; Memoir

/\? I reod, I'll t^ink

aboft^ol*' Melen Keller';

ond ewotion?

in'floence ^er W/'ft'ing.

Close Reading

SWW»S;"SSt''T8%i8SUSilttt(Rijt

inn
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Part4:GuidedPractice

GCIIIC' Biography

I 1^/oo^er ^y t/ie

aul'hor Wonted to tvrite

t^ii' bioqrap^y o'f Melen

l^eller, Im going to look

tot cluef t^ot ^elp me

i/n<Je^tond ^er pufpofe.

Close Reading

©CurricutumAssociates, LLC Copying is not peimitted. < "s^ 191



^ 1 Part4:GuKled Practke Lesson19

Hints Use the Hints on this page to help you answer the questions.

Q How does Helen Keller's purpose for writing her memoir differ from
thatofthe biographerwhowroteabout herlife?

A Helen tries to inform people about the facts of her life, but the
biographer wants people to know about Helen's personality.

Helen tries to explain her childhood actions, while the
biographer writes to tell people about Helen's wild childhood.

Helen wants to reflect on her experiences, while the biographer
writes to inform people about events in Helen Keller's life.

Helen wants to entertain people by describing her point of

B

D
view, but the biographer wants to amaze people with facts.

What event appears both in Helen Keller's memoir and the
biography of Helen Keller?

A how she lost both her hearing and sight

B how she learned that things have narnes

C how she learned to touch-read people's lips

D how she helped the blind all over the world

Describe how the two accounts of Helen Keller's life are different.
Think about the event they both describe. Explain what you learn
from the memoir compared to what you learn from the biography.
Use at least two details from the text in your response.

10T I
©CurriculumAssociates,l^-CSB^pying is not permitted.



^ Sixtyyeeini ago, four bluck students cuked to be served
ut tin tdl-white lunch counter in theSoulh cmd
dnunuticuUy chiunged the civil rights movemenl
BY SAM ROBERTS AND JOE BUBAR

ust after 4 p.m, on Febmary 1,1960, four black
college students, dressed m their Sunday best,
walkod into th& F. W. Wcoiworth departsient storein
downtown Greensboro, North Carolina. After buying
some school supplies and other items, they sat down

at the all-white lunch counter and tried to order a cup of coffee.
"We don't serve Negroes here," a waitress behind the

coimter said.
"We are going to sit here until we are served," one of the

students, Jibreel Khazan*, replied.
Khazan and his classmates—JosephMcNeiI, Franklin

McCain, and David Richmond—neverdid get served that
day. But the four freshmen from North CaroUna A&T State,
a historically black university in Greensboro, remamed seated.
That simple act of defiance 60 years ago woutd change history,

:Thisarticleispartof:
"•(/pfrofl^'s^ngomg series
about the African American

experience.inspjredby;
T'fieAlen'rorlfTiffla'

inspiring a massive movement of
sit-ins and other protests against
segregation in scores of dties throiighoiit
the South. From that moment forward, those
students would forever be known 35 "The Greensborb Four."

"The spontaneous courage of those four young men, who
simply dedded fhe night before, 'let's do something,' triggered
a whole movement of sit-uis around Uie South, and supportmg
demonstrations in other places," says Frye Gaillard, a historian
who has'written several books about the American South.
"I would argue that it ]'ump-started the dvil rights movement."

The .lim Crow South
Six years before the Greensboro sit-ins, the Supreme Court had
ruled in Brawn v. Board ofEducation that segregated public

18 ®bc?(eUrgoTkShtt(9 UPFRONT • UPFRONTMA^A^FNE.COM ^^.^Uibreel Khazan wasborn Ezelf Blair Jr. but c|p^ied hisMme in 1968.
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SH-ln leaders tttom lefl) Joseph McNell
and Franklln McCaih with two cthers who

joined t6e"i sn Ihe second day of protests at
tte Woolworth's lunch counfer in Greensboro

IEXPLORE*PRlMARY;SiBURS&Ommloi|SeKeTptsfrom^ta5eph'iigJieiJ^rai'historyail|BWBBWN^&SJ^,,eaM.^

schools were unconstitutional, overtuming the "separate

but equal" principte that had been estabBshed by the Court

m 1896 inPtessy v. Fsgason. In addition, thebus boycotts

in Montgomeiy, Alabama, in the mid-llSOs, led by Maitin

Luther King Jr., prompted a Supreme Comt dedsion bamng

segi'egatLon on public buses (sec timeUne, p.20).
But by the end of the 1950s, most

public facilities in the South were still
segregated—andrarely equal. State
and local lepslation Imown as .Hm
Crow laws remeuned on the books, and
"Wbites Only" signs were plastered above lunch counters,

water fountains, waiting rooms, and bathrooms, and in

restaurants and hotels across the region.

Though a few sit-ins bad been staged in other Soufliem

cities, Uiey mosfly remained isolated events that'failed to

capture the attentton of the entiie nation. And the fledgling

civil rights movement seemed to be moving slowly, as leaders

of the N.A.A.C.F. (Natidnal Associatton for the Advancement

of Colored People) argued that the best way to chdlenge

segregation was in the courts—aprocess ttiat took years.
In the faB of 19S9, the four coUege freshmen at A&T began

A tense aimasphTe prevailed outsMethisWpolworth's dunngthesit-ins

Novel; African Americans, likelhls manata llorthCarolina bussfop ((]eto«i),
were s'

to growimpatient with the slow pace of progress. They met

often m thfir donn rooms, talking about racial injusttee, Klng's

phiiosophy of nonviolerice, and what they could do to make

a difference. Their discussions took on moie nrgency after

Ctaistmas break that yeai, wlien McNeB was refused semce at

a rest stop in Ricbmond, Virginia, whUe travelmg back to school

from his family's home in New York City.

The next ttme the four best friends met in

their dorm, they began to devise a plan to

tui-n Uteir latc-iiight talks intc action.
"Adults have been complacent

and fearful," Khazan later recalled saying. "It is Ume foi

someone to wake up and change the situation."
"And we decided to start here," he explained.

The Greensboro Four
"Here" was the Woolworth's, part of one o'f Uie world's

largest retafl chalns. Itwas a typical "five and dime" that sold

aU kinds of merchandise for less than a dollai, and its lunch

counter served about 2,000 meals a day. When it came to

serving black people at the lunch counter, the poUcy of the

F. W. Woolworth Company, based in New York City, was to

JANUARY 6, 2020 19



First <iay ofintegrated
schooi in Tennessee

 ~ "ses.,

Ih i8

1<S,

President Harry S. Truman issues
an executive order to desegreqate
the U.S. armed forces. After
widespread resistance in the
military, the last all-black unit
is dissolved iri 1954.

iiit
The Suprem&Gourt rutesthat
segrega-ted public schools are
unconstitutional, overturning
the "separate but equal"
standard. But many schpols
refuse to integrate for years.

ii95i
Ros9 Parits isarrested in
Montgomery, Aiabama,for
refusing to give up her seat to a
white passenqer on u bus. This
sparks a boycott of city buses,
led by Martln Luther Kinq Jr.

Rosa Pariis in December 1956,
after helping end segregaft'on on ^"
Mpntgomerv buses

1951
NinebtackstUdentsattemptto:
desegregate Central Hiqh Schopl
in Little Rock, Arkarisas, They're
turned awgy by an angry mob.
Federal troops eventually escort
the students inside.

"abide by Ipcal cusfom." In the North, Afriean Ainericaiis sat
alongside white people at'Woolworth's, but not in the Sputh.

On Febmary l, the four young men made purchases at
oth.er sales counters ia the Greensboio. store to prove tb.at
they'd been senred and their tnoney accepted. Then they
•quietly sat down at the lunch counter, expecting the v/orst.

"We tried to unagine aii the possibUities," McGain said.
decades later. "Onewaslwasgoingto

go-toja.Ufpr along
time and never come back to school. Or the other: I was :

going to be trying to pick my brains
up off tlie floor and maybe come
back to my campus in- a casket. But
it meant just fhat m.uch to me,"

After McCam and his friends
ignored the waitresses' orders to
leave, the manager of the lunch
counter, Clarence Harris, was
suinmoned. He told the four young
nien to stop causmg trouble. B'Jt
they quietly remauied seated.
Several white customers got up
and left the store, and a police
officer arrived. Standing over the

An angs'y na®bpours ketchup, mustard, and dr'mks on

protesters sitting in at a Woolworth's in Jackson, Mississippi, 1963.

atfhe cp^mtff andprc^gandpfcke^ ftw store.
Bytheendottheweek/there'weremoiethaii 1,000 ofthem,
includingfellow classmates froffl A&T; students from Beniiett,
a historically'bUck.v^omeh's'c'oUegein Greensboro; and from
the segregated black high school, Dudley High. Repbrlds '&'om

aU pver the country working for newspapers, radip, and a
reldtireiy new inediuni, tetensioB, converged.

Byt opposltion also arrived: hordes of white counter-

protesters who tried to take Woolworth's stools to prevent the
black students from sitting there.
The white mob vidously heclded
.the black deinonstrators, and a
bomb threat was called-into the
store one aftemoon, fordng it to
dose early. But footage of black
students opening their bo.oks at the
counter and studying peacefufly
in the face of violent threats had
begun to make national news.

- "A'landi co'jntsrsit-in is more

photographically powerful than an
empty bus," says David Garrow,
author of a Pulitzer Prize-wuming

students, he pounded his nightstick into the palm of his
hand. Sweat began to build on the students' foreheads.

StiU, they refused to move.

'A Movement for All People'
The Greensboro Four made it until the store closed without
being arrested—asmall victory, but enough to encourage them.
to come back the next day.and the next. On the third day, they
were joined by about 80 other protesters, who took tums sitting

biography of King, "and abusive behavior by white onlookers
captures the inherent nastiness o£racism in clear and
memorable fasluon."

The protests spread rapidly. By the end of Februaiy, sit-ins
were held in at least 30 comm.unities in eight Southem states.

"It was a movement for all people," Khazan recafled.
Led by acttvist EUa Baker, a group of young grassroots

organizers capitalized on the momentum of fhe sit-ins to form
the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC). The

20 Sl^^eUryioTkShw? UPFRONT • UPFRONTMACAZ^E.COM
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Prolssiers at aWoolworth's
in New Yorlt City stand in
solidarity with sit-in protests.

rhe G.reensbbro sit-ihs in

(o rth Ca rp 1 ina inspi re

i!f-insandprotests;across
ihe South agairist segregatibn,
dvofving thousands bf

(pyng people.

Martin^utheFKihgJn
deliversh!s"IHayea
Dream" sp6ech'to more
than250,000 people
ai the Marchon Washingtori
m the natipn's capital.

^PresJident Lyndoh^ B.:
Johrison signs the Civil
RightsAct.pf,1964>
outlawing segregation in

public'places, busmesses,
and employment.

and President Johnson during
the signing of the Civil Rights Act

Inthe'lasfmaforlegislatioh:
6f the clvil rightsera, Cpngress

putlaws:)iterac.y tests, poll
(axes, and other obstactes
to black voter reqis'tration.

student4edorgaiuzati6n/whoseleadeEsmcludedJohriLewis.:
(now a congTessnlan from Georgia), drew youhg volunteers of
all races to assist m civU rights protests and vbfer registration.

Baek in Greensboro, the demonstrations at tfae Woolworth's
contmued for nearly sk mondis aiid gi'ew to include oU'ier
stores downtown. Finally in July 1960, after the Woolworth's
had lost $1.7 million (in today's dollars), historywas made.
Hanis, Uie manager, mvited three black emplcjy'ees to sit and be
served. The lunch counter was officaaUy desegregated.

Youth Takinii Charge

The success in Greensboro was Just
the start. By the end of the year,
it was estimated that as many'as
70,000 protesters had paiticipated
in sit-tns and picketing that had
resulted in some 3,000 anests.
Some of the demonstrators faced
abuse and were badly mjuied.
But many liad undeisone trammg
tn noaviolent dvil disobedience,

practicmg how to remain peacefu]
and not respond to physical and
verbal attacks. Over the next four years, students took part in
similar protests not just at lunch counters, but at public pools,
libraries, movie theaters, and other segregated facitities.

The young protesters were often chastised for being too
"radical." A 1961 Gatlup poll showed that a majority of the
American public believed that tlie sit-ins would harm the
civil rights movement. Even many of the older civil rights
leaders were wary, uiging the students to slow down.

Nevertheless, they persevered. Their peaceful protests and

AprotesterholdsaBfackUvesMattersicjnataraiIyaQainst
instifutional racism in New York C|ty, August 2019.

others Like them'helped galvanize support in Congress for the
Civil Riglits Act of 1964, whichbarred segregatioriin all pubUc
places and businesses. That might not have happened until
much later, hlstorians say, if not for the aclioiis of young pepple
who refused to just wait for things to change.

"So much of the energy of the Southem movement was
student energy," says Garrow, "the willingness of young
peopls who had not yet fuUy begun thar adult lives to step
mto ftiU-time dvil rights work."

Beyond playing a vital role m the
dvil rights movement, SNCC also

propelled many young people mto
the anti-Viefnam War movement.
Students SCTOSS the country held
rallies on college campuses and
roarched on Capitol Hill in the
1960s and '70s to protest the war.

Today, there's a reinvigorated
activism among students. Many
,nave iQinea moveT-rients, sucfl as
Black Uves Matter to protest police
bmtality against African Americans
and Latinos. The/ve partidpated

in demonstcations, such as the Cltmate March to demand action
on global wamiing, and March for Our Uves to caH for an end
to gun violence. Many htstorians say the Greensboro sit-ms
contmue to serve as a model for those present-day movements.

In 2010, the Woolworth's in Greensboro was transforoied
into the Intemational Civll Rights Center & Museum. Most
of the lunch counter is sUU there. At the museum's opening
ceremony, McCain offered this advice to young people;
"Don't ever ask pennission to start a revolution." ®

JANUARY 6, Z020



Name Class

GRAPH For use with "Sitting Down to Take a Stand" on p. 18 of the magazine

The Power
of Protest

unch counters used to be common

in department stores and five-and-

dime stores across America. In the

South, prior to the civil rights movement,

these stores would usuaily allow African

Americans to buy merchandise but not

to sit at their lunch counters. On

February 1,1960, four African American

college students decided to challenge

segregation by staging a sit-in at a

Woolworth's lunch counter in

Greensboro, North Carolina. The protest

quickly grew, and—withouta lawsuit or a

Supreme Court ruling—Woolworth's

desegregated the lunch counter about

six months latsr. The Greensboro sit-ins

inspired people in other cities across the

South to hold their own sit-ins. Analyze

the araph anci answer the quest'ons

below to gain a deeper understanding of

the impact these protests had.

ANALYZE THE GRAPH

DESEGREGATION OF LUNCH COUNTERS IN THE SOUTH, 1960-'61

Cities wiEti sit-ins iiy Easter 1960
Cities witfioiit sit-ins by Eastsf 19fi0

Mayl,
1960

Augl,
'61

«Bl1,
•61

OATE

The graph features two lines. The gray line shows the percentage of cities with

^^aw99*!^B&lm'9iSSS^'S3'*^^9S^!W''3'CEaS^^
that percentage changed over the next 20 months. (In 1960, Easter was on

April 17.) The black line shows the percentage of cities with desegregated lunch

counters where sit-ins had not begun by Easter 1960 and how thst percentage
changed over the next 20 months.

I • What percentage
of cities—wlthor
without sit-ins—
had
dese^regated
funch counters
on May 1,1960?

a O percent
b 10 percent
c 35 percent
d 50 percent

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

2. What pereentage
of cities without
sit-ins had
desegregated
lunch counters
by Aug. 16,
1960?

a 7 percent
b 10 percent
c 18 percent
d 30 percent

3. What percentage
of cities with
sit-ins had
desegregated
!unch countcrs by
Aug. 16,1960?

a 4 percent
b 9 percent
c 36 percent
d 54 percent

4. What percentage
of c'rties without
sit-ins had
desegregated
iunch counters
by Dec. 19,1961?

a O percent
b 5 percent
c 18 percent
d 24 percent

5. What percentage
of cltles with
sit-lns had
desegregated
iunch counters
by Dec. 19,1961?

a 36 percent
b 46 percent
c 51 percent
d 62 percent

6. Notlce the huge uptick In the gray llne from May 1r 1960, to August 16,1960. Why mlght manaqers have declded

to desegregate their lunch counters over the summer? Think about when students return to school.

7. What other factors may have played a role in how and when funch counters desegregated?

JANUARY 6, 2020 • UPFRONTMAGAZINE.COM
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Joklyig Arowd
We all love to play a good joke on someone and what better time to do this

than on April Fool's Day! April Fool's Day is a day for practical jokes and general
silliness. It is celebrated on April 1st all around the world. How did April Fool's
Day come to be? It is widely speculated that the tradition is due to a story told in
the book, The Canterbury Tales where a fox plays a trick on a proud rooster.
Another popu!ar belief began in 1582 when Pope Gregory XIII required everyone
to follow his new calendar. The Gregorian calendar changed New Year's Day
from April 1st to January 1st. Much ofthe population at the time refused to
follow the new calendar. Over time the people who refused to change to this
new calendar began to be made fun of when they celebrated New Year's Day on
April 1st. No one is sure of how this tradition actually began, but don't be
surprised if you find yourself on the receiving end of a prank or elaborate hoax
onthefirstdayofApril!

/ fl ) )) RED )] ) L> UsearedcrayontounderlinetheMAIN IDEA.

BLUE 11 ) l^ use a t'lue crayorl to underiine the SUPPORTING DETAILS.

Complete the web below by adding the main idea and at least 3 supporting details.

Supporting Detailffl

Topic/Main Idea

^—I—\
Supporting Detail #2 Supporting Detail ff3

U U t**-
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Creepy Crftwlles
Earthworms may be the most important factor in the success of a garden.

Their icky, slimy bodies may seem creepy to some, but they are a gardener's best
friend. Earthworms act like tiny plows when they live in a garden. They move
through the soil making tunnels. This is similar to the way a farmer plows his
fields. The tunnels earthworms make in the soil allow air and water to get to the
roots of plants, Without air and water, plants would not grow we!!, which is v/hy
you might notice that plants sometimes do not survive if the soil they are in is too
dry and compacted. Just about all soil has earthworms. The better the soil, the
more earthworms you will find. Earthworms also eat organic matter, such as
dead leaves, grass dippings, and even dirt. Their waste, called castings, helps
gardens grow because it is rich in minerals plants need to grow and stay healthy.
Some gardeners add organic matter to their gardens to increase the number of
earthworms in the soil. They know that they are an essential part of a successful
garden.

/ () 1 ) RED 1) 1 L^' use a rec' cravon to underline the MAIN IDEA.

(j)Jj BLUE )) )^;'
Use a blue aavon to underline the SUPPORTING DETAILS.

Complete the web below by adding the main idea and at least 3 supporting details.

Topic/Main Idea

T~\
Supporting0etail#2 SupportingDetailff3
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Sprlng Trftlniv)g
Sports are always a welcomed activity during springtime. Many outdoor

sporting seasons begin in the spring. Spring training is always a popular event
during this time, and it is an import:ant part ofthe baseball season. Each year,
baseball teams from all over the United States travel to Florida and Arizona to
participate in spring training. During spring training, teams compete against each
other to develop new skills. It is also 3 time to get back into shape after the off
season. Spring training gives new, young up and comers an opportunity to try
out for open positions on various teams. Team managers use spring training to
evaluate current team members as well as new recruits. Throughout this
important development period, training sessions help team members become
more acquainted with each other. They also use this time together to expand on
teamwork skills. Many fans travel to be spectators during spring training to see
how their favorite team will fare in the upcoming season.

/ () 1 )) RED )) 1 L^ UsearedcravontounderlinetheMAIN IDEA.

BLUE )) ll^ useablyecrayontounderlinetheSUPPORTING DETAILS.

Complete the web below by adding the main idea and at least 3 supporting details.

Topic/Main Idea

T—\
SupportingDetail#2 Supporting Detailti3
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GolorN ^iwiyigs
As the seasons change, they bring about many amazing changes. Flowers

blooming with all of their many wonderful colors are a beautiful and vibrant sign
that spring is here. Bloodroot is an excellent flower to plant if you look forward
to seeing some color early in Spring. It typically blooms in March and can be
identified by its small white petals. Another springtime favorite is the Grape
Hyacinth. This flower trumpets in Spring with its lively purple color and its
unique shape resembling a bundle ofgrapes. The Harmony Iris blooms in early
spring and has blooms of both blue and purple that contrast many of the other
pastel colors seen during this time. Harmony Iris is also a very fragrant flower,
making it an excellent choice to place inside a vase. Johnny Jump-ups, also
know as Pansies, are annuals that gardeners flock to in spring for early-season
containers and window boxes. Pansies come in a variety of uplifting cherry petal
colors that continue to bloom until the weather turns hot. There are many
different types of flowers that bloom in the early spring. What is your favorite?

5 Use a red crayon to underiine the MAIN IDEA./ dn RED

BLUE )) ) i^ Use a blue cravon to underline the SUPPORTING DETAILS.

Complete the web below by addlng the main idea and at least 3 supporting details

Topic/Main Idea

^

Supporting Detail #2
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Mother's Day is a special holiday set aside to honor our mothers, but it is

not celebrated the way it was originally intended. This holiday was created in
1908 by Anna Jarvis as a way to honor one's mother in a personal way. In 1914,
President Woodrow Wilson made it an official national holiday in the U.S. To
Jarvis' dismay, Mother's Day soon became a highly commercialized holiday, which
is the opposite of what she had intended. She even began to oppose the ver\'
holiday she had helped to create. Today, Mother's Day remains one of the
biggest days of the year for flowers, greeting cards, and dining out. On this day
mothers are celebrated for all the hard work, love, and patience they show
towards their children. Mothers are pampered with gifts like pedicures, jewelry,
flowers, and cards. While there is nothing wrong with treating mothers to nice
gifts, the spirit of Jarvis' vision for Mother's Day can be kept alive by honoring
moms in a more personal way. A handwritten note of thanks or simply telling our
mothers how much they mean to us can go a long way.

RED 11 ! L^ Use a red cravon to underline the MAIN IDEA.

BLUE )) ) E^ Use a blue aavon to underline the SUPPORTING DETAILS.

Complete the web below by adding the main idea and at least 3 supporting details,

Topic/Main Idea

z
SupportingDetailttZ
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What Are the Three Classes of Rock?
lo

Rocks can be grouped into three classes depending on how they are formed. Over time, heat and pressure
can change rock from one class to another.

What Is Rock?

Rocks are mixtures oftwo or more minerals. The way a rock looks tells you something about how it
formed. Granite has grains of different minerals. Other rocks look as if they were made out of clay, sand,
or even shells. The properties of a rock depend in part on the properties of the minerals it has in it.

Rocks ofthe same kind can have different grain sizes and textures. Some rocks have bands or stripes. A
rock's physical features can help you understand how that rock was formed and find out what kind ofrock
it is. Geologists are scientists who can tell us much about Earth and its history by studying rocks and
minerals.

Igneous Rock

Melted rock beneath Earth's surface is called magma. As magma cools beneatb Earth's surface, it hardens
into igneous rocks. Granite is a type ofigneous rock formed from cooled magma.

Minerals with higher melting points crystallize first. Minerals with lower melting points crystallize next.
Ifmagma cools quickly, small crystals form. Some magma may take thousands ofyears to cool, forming
very large crystals. Magma that reaches Earth's surface is called lava.

Sedimentary Rock

Sedimentary rock is formed from sediment, or broken-down rocks, minerals, sand, and mud. Over
millions of years, thick layers of sediment build up. The weight of the layers squeezes out the water and
forms rock.

Different kinds ofrock form different kinds ofsediment. Smooth mud turns into shale. Grains ofquartz in
sand become sandstone. Limestone forms from the shells ofcorals and ocean animals. You can often find
fossils of sea animals in limestone.

^' 'l'

m
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The term metamorphose means to change form." Rock can change form when it is compressed under

great pressure or heated to a high temperature. Rock that is formed by these changes is metamorphic rock.
Any kind of rock can turn into metamorphic rock.

The high temperatures and pressure deep beneath Earth's surface make buried rocks softer. This change
can affect the texture and mineral composition of the rock. New minerals may form aew rock. Gneiss is
metamorphic rock.

Weathering and Erosion

Earth's features are always changing. Most of these changes happen slowly over millions of years.
Wind, rain, and ice break down rock and move sediment. Rivers carve out deep canyons. Chemical

processes dissolve minerals. Living things also break down rock. The growing roots of plants can crack
the top layers ofbedrock. The wearing away ofrock is called weathering. The moving ofsediment is
called erosion.

Weathering smoothes the edges ofrocks and wears down the peaks ofmountains. Over millions ofyears,
these changes affect all of Earth's land features. They also help create new rock.

The Rock Cycle

The process through which rock is chaaged into new rock is called the rock cycle. Weathering and erosion
change rock into sediment. Heat and pressure change any type ofrock into metamorphic rock. Melting
changes metamorphic rock into magma and lava. Cooling changes magma and lava into igneous rock.
Earth movements uplift sedimentary, metamorphic, and igneous rock back to the surface ofEarth.
The rock cycle then begins again.
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What Are the Three Classes of Rocks?
Circle the letter that best answers the question or completes the sentence.

1. When magma cools, minerals with higher melting points will

A crystallize first. C tum into metamoqihic rock.

B crystallize second. D fill in the gaps.

2. What processes impact all ofEarth's land features and play a part in creating new rock?

A metamorphism and transporting

B weathering and erosion

C folding and banding

D cooling and stacking

3. What is the rock cycle?

A the process ofbreaking away rock and then depositing it

B the process ofmagma cooling and ciystalliziug into new rock

C the process ofrock changing into new rock in different ways

D the process of a volcano empting magma onto Earth s surface

Label the steps in each part of the rock cycle.

q-3

8.

t sedimentary rock
B
!B11.^^

J8f
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9. Main Idea Describe how igneous rocks are formed.

10. Vocabulary Write a briefparagraph using the terms sedimentary rock, metamorphic rock, and
rock cycle.

11. Reading Skill: Compare and Contrast Compare and contrast the steps in the formation ofigneous
rocks with large crystals and igneous rocks with small crystals.

12. Critical Thinking: Analyze A rock formation has layers ofshale and limestone. What can be
inferred about the changes that the landscape has gone through?

13. Inquiry Skill: Observe Using a hand lens, you examine a rock,and it appears to be made out of
many small grains stuck together. Wliat type ofrock are you probably looking at?

14. Test Prep Which ofthese rocks formed from magma as it cooled and hardened?

A shale

B marble

C granite
D limestone
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What Are Tectonic Plates?
q

IVIoving Plates

Earth's continents have not always been in the places where they are today. They once existed as one great
landmass called Pangaea.

Scientists have discovered that Pangaea split into two large parts 200 million years ago. One ofthe parts is
called Gondwanaland. It was made up of the southern continents—SouthAmerica, Africa, Australia, and
Antarctica—aswell as India and several islands. The second part, Laurasia, was made up ofthe northern
continents—NorthAmerica, Europe, and Asia—aswell as several islands, including Greenland and the
British Isles. Both Gondwanaland and Laurasia split again, eventually forming the continents oftoday.

How do continents move around Earth? To answer, you need to understand Earth's interior.

Earth's Layers

Earth is made up offour main layers. From the surface inward, these layers are tbe crust, mantle, outer
core, and inner core. The continents are part ofEarth's thin outer layer called the crust. Under the crust is
a thick layer called the mantle. The mantle is made ofheavy rock. The crust and the upper part ofthe
mantle form a stiff rocky layer called the lithosphere. The lithosphere is broken up into pieces called
tectonic plates.

Oceanic Plate
5-8 km thick

(3-5 mlles)

Continental Plate
8-40 km thlck

,(5-25 mlles)

Crust

Mantle
(Flowswiththe
consistency of asphatt)

OuterCore
(Iron and nickel in the liquid state)

Inner Core
(Iron and nickef in the sotid state)

The part ofthe mantle just under the lithosphere is warmer and softer than the layers above it. Tectonic

plates float on this layer. At the center of Earth is the core. The outer core is liquid, and the inner core is
solid. Both cores are made mostly ofiron.
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Scientists have found seven major tectonic plates and many smaller plates. The line between one plate and
another is called a plate boundary. The plates can be all ocean crust or both ocean and continental crust.
The tectonic plates and the continents on them both move. The study ofthese movements and the resulting
changes in Earth s surface is called plate tectonics.

What makes the plates move? The current theory is that heat from Earth's interior creates convection currents
in the soft rock ofthe mantle. The solid tectonic plates are moved by the flowing rock in the mantle be[ow. It is
important to note that movement in the mantle is incredibly slow. Therefore, tectonic plates move only a small
distance each year.

Sea-Floor Spreading

Underwater mountain chains are called mid-ocean ridges. These ridges are part ofall Earth's oceans.
They mark the areas where two plates are moving apart. Mid-ocean ridges are connected across Earth.
In the center ofthese ridges are deep valleys, called rift valleys. As the rifts spread apart, magma flows
up and fills the space. This action is called sea-floor spreading.

The discovery of sea-floor spreading gives evidence to support plate tectonics. First, it explains how plates
grow and shrink. Ifone plate is growing, another must be shrinking. Second, the oldest ocean floor sediment
is only about 200 million years old—faryounger than Earth. The ocean floor is youngest next to the rift
valley and becomes oider farther away. At places where plates come together, the floor is being destroyed.

A plate is destroyed where one plate moves beneath another. The sinking plate goes down into the mantle,
where it melts and is recycled. New plates are created when a landmass splits apart. Magma from the
mantle rises up through the crack between them. As the magma cools and hardens, the new rock
becomes part of the plates.

Most earthquakes and volcanic activity occur along plate boundaries. The map below shows how
the occurrence of earthquakes aligns with the tectonic plate boundaries. Since scientists know that
earthquakes are more likely to occur near plate boundaries, they are able to make recommendations
about building safety in these areas. This helps keep people safer in otherwise hazardous areas.

©Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company
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What Are Tectonic Plates?
1, Earth's thin outer layer is called the_

2. The tectonic plates are part ofthe

3. The_is made ofheavy rock.

4. The_is a liquid layer at Earth's center.

5. Tbe solid layer at Earth's center is called the

Write true ifthe statement is true an&false ifthe statement is false.

6. Scientists have discovered seven major tectonic plates and many smaller plates.

7. The theory ofplate tectonics is the study ofhow Earth's surface has remained the
same for billions ofyears.

8. Plates are enlarged where one plate moves beneath another, and they are destroyed
when two plates move apart.

9. The mid-ocean ridges mark the areas where two plates are moving apart, and these
ridges are connected across Earth.
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71
10. Main Idea What is one idea explaining how tectonic plates move on Earth's surface?

11. Vocabulary Write a sentence using the terms iithosphere and cnist.

12. Reading Skill; Main Idea and Details Explain how scientists can help keep people safe
from earthquakes.

13. Critical Thinking: Synthesis How does sea-floor spreading alter the shape ofthe ocean floor?

14. Inquiry Sklll: Use Models Describe how you would create a model ofsea-floor spreading using
everyday materials.

15. Test Prep Which layer ofEarth is solid and rocky?

A outer core

B lithosphere

C mantle

D iuner core

©Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company
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What Changes Do Moving Plates Cause?

^\

Plate Boundaries

Have you noticed that the West Coast of the United States has many earthquakes? In addition, a huge
ocean wave called a tsunami sometimes reaches the shores ofHawaii and other Pacific Ocean coastlines.
Most of the time earthquakes under the ocean floor cause these waves. Why do some places have such
dangerous events while other places are safer from them?

The edges ofEarth's tectonic plates are called plate boundaries. Earth's lithosphere is broken up into large

pieces that move over the upper mantle. Movement and contact between these plates cause earthquakes,
volcanoes, and other Earth events and structures. There are three types ofplate boundaries: convergent,
divergent, and transform fault.

Convergent boundaries form where two plates push together. If both plates are made of continental crust,
the land crumples into high mountains like the Himalayan mountain chain. If one plate is made of oceanic
crust, it sinks below the other plate. Iftwo oceanic plates converge, one plate usually sinks below the other
and forms a trench. Volcanoes and earthquakes generally happen along convergent plate boundaries.

Convergent Boundary

ocean

Divergent boundaries form where plates move apart. This generally happens along mid-ocean ridges.
Magma rises through the rift, creating new crust that forms underwater mountains. These mountains are
often as tall as the mountains on Earth's surface. Volcanoes and earthquakes often happen along the
underwater ridges.

Transform fault boundaries form where two plates are sliding past each other. A fault is a crack in Earth s
crust caused by the sliding plates. Most transform fault boundaries form along the mid-ocean ridges.
However, the well known San Andreas fault runs along the coast of California. California sits on two
tectonic plates! Part ofCalifornia is on the Pacific Plate, while the rest ofCalifornia is on the North
American Plate.
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Earthquakes

Although earthquakes generally occur along convergent fault lines, they are the most common geologic
event that happens along a transform fault boundary. This is because the edge of the boundary is not
smooth. Sections ofthe fault get caught up or locked along edges ofthe boundary that are not smooth.
Stresses build along this area as the plates slide past each other.

Eventually the stresses become too great, and the rock moves very quickly, causing an earthquake. The

place where the movement first happens is called the focus. It is usually along a plate boundary deep
beneath Earth's surface. The point on the surface above the focus is called the epicenter, where shaking is
often the greatest.

The shaking is caused by energy released when the rock moves. The energy is carried by seismic waves,
which spread out from the focus in all directions. The waves become weaker as they travel away from the
focus. Seismic waves can cause buildings and roads to collapse, which can kill people.

Volcanoes

Volcanoes form when magma is pushed to the surface through weak places in Earth's crust. Such places
include faults, plate boundaries, and "hot spots" where magma has melted the rock above it.

During an eruption, magma rises through one or more vents. It then comes out as lava on the surface.
Most lava comes out of a steep-sided hole called a crater.

Volcanoes can be grouped by their shape. Stratovolcanoes are cone-shaped with steep slopes. They
explode often because their thick lava traps gas underneath. Shield volcanoes have gentle slopes and are
made almost completely of lava. They may be very large and have several vents. Their thin, smooth lava
flows quickly.

Mountains

Mountains form where tectonic plates come together. There are three main kinds of mountains: fold
mountains, fault-block mountains, and volcanic mountains.

Fold mountains form from colliding plates. Layers of sedimentary rock fold upward as they are squeezed.
Fault-block mountains form from movement along large faults. Large blocks of rock drop down, leaving
other places high. Volcanic mountains form when magma below Earth's surface pushes rock layers
upward, forming domes.

g;.{
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What Changes Do IVIoving Plates Cause?
Fill in the blanks in the diagram below.

Three Types of Plate Boundaries
1. Example:

z
2. Location: (^

Type:
^)

Location: Where two

plates push together

Type: transform fault X Plate boundaries 3
I

4. Example: (-
Type:

^z \

6. Location: Example: lceland
sits atop one

Fill in the blanks.

7. During an earthquake, the point on the surface directly above the focus is the

8. Volcanoes fonn when is pushed tlirough Earth s cmst.
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9. Main Idea Which geologic events are likely to take place at convergent plate boundaries?

10. Vocabulary Write a sentence using the termsyocw and epi'cen/er.

11. Reading Skill: Cause and Effect Explain what causes earthquakes, and how earthquakes affect
land, buildings, and people.

12. Critical Thinking: Synthesis Iceland is an island that is located on top ofa divergent boundary in
the Atlantic Ocean. List the types ofgeologic activity you would expect to see there, and suggest
some changes you would expect the island to experience in the future.

13. Inquiry Skill: Infer A town suffers an earthquake. Wliat can you infer about why destruction is
worse in one neighborhood?

14. Test Prep Which ofthese geologic features would you expect to find at a transform fault boundary?

A active volcanoes

B a mountain chain

C faults

D hydrothennal vents

©Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company
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How were Wegtifier'» ideas ahout contineniul drift proven correct?

Wlien Alfred Wegener introduced his idea of continenta] driftin 1915,
he was met wifh ridicule. Scientists didn^t believe somefhing as massive as a
continent could move around Earth's surface. Even if continents could move,
they asked, how did it happen? Wegener admitted he didn't have the answer.

Thea, in the 1950s, scientists used new technoiogies to niap the ocean
floor. They soon discoversd a gigantic, undersea mountain range iii the
Atlantic Ocean. It stretched ahnost the entire length from the North to the
South Poles. They named it the Mid-Atiantic Ridge.

Sclentists leamed that this ridge formed—andwas still growing—
because magma rose through a crack in Earth's surface and then cooted. As
the ridge grew wider, it pushed Earth's crust away in opposite directjons—a
process caUed sea/Ioor spreading. Scientists hadjustdiscoveredone ofthe
many boundaries between Earths plates. By the 1960s, more ofthese
boundaries had been discovered, and the theory ofplate tectonics was bom.

Earth's lithosphere—alayer that includes the crust and the upper part
ofthe mantlc—isbroken into several large sections, caSedpiates. Because
Earth'K surface isn't solid, magma rises to the siiriace in the cracks between
plates. Wherever the rising magma causes seafloor spreading, the plates are
pushed away from each other. Wegener didn t live to sec it, but this process.
answered the question ofhow Earth's continents moved.

Wegener's fheory of continental drift wasn't exactly right, though. The
coiitinents move, but a continent is just one part ofamuch larger plate—the
part that rises above i>ea level.

Earth's plates are packed tightiy together. Whenever two plates are
pushed away from each other, their edges press against the edges ofother
plates. In some places, plates push directly against each other, and the land
buckles and rises at the edges to form mountains. Iii other places, the edge of
one plate is driven undemeath the other plate. This is called subduction.

Wherever plates meet, there's a good chance for geological activity. This
is becaiise plates don't slide smoothly past each other. Instead, friction causes
pressure to build as t!ie plates try to move. After enough pressure has been
created, fhe plates will break free and move in one sudden motion. This
powerful movement is felt on Earth's surface as an earthquake.

Chapter4tj?ssort1

Circle tbe letter ot' the beat answcr m cach question bdow

1, What is magma?

a. rocks found in Earth's crust

b. liquid rock formed desp below Earth's surface

c. the largest type oftectonic plate

d. a moimtain rangc faund deep under the ocean

2. Seafloor apreading causes the surrounding platcs to

a. move away fi-om each other.

b. crash into each other.

c. slide along next to each other.

d. break up into smaller plates.

Write your answers on the lines below.

3. Exphm why thc discovcry of how ,te M.d-AtI.mtic R,<lge form.d^ imp,,tant to d^lopiaE thc

theory ofplate tectonics.

I. Wegemr thought contincnte driited tbrousb thc oceans. Wly is this idea incorrect?

5. Wkat part of Wegener'8 thcory of continental drifl was correct?

Review the dcfimtions ofpounti.l imd ki,»t;c^0 &°"' te P'evious C1">PM- E'-I"ai" *l'c '°le eac11

type ofeiiergy plays in the cause and occurrencc ofearthquakcs.

SRectrym$aienc0
©ra<de6
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The Grand Canyon is one ofAmerica's most famous lanclmarks. This
cnormous canyoii ytretches for 277 miles through northwest Arizona and is
nearly a tiiilc deep in most parts. The colorfi.il layers ofrock that line the
canyon walls were exposed by the Colorado River as it carved oiit the canyon
overa pcriod ofmillions oFyears. This mighty riverstill flows through the
bottom ofthe canyon tmlay.

About 60 milliun year'i ago, movement ofEarth's tectonic plates tbrmed
the Rocky Mountains rising to the north of the Grand Canyon. Every spring
slnce thiin, the- mountain snows melt, and water runs downhill in streams and
rivers. Aboiit yix million years ago, L'rusioi] formed the Colorado River. The
river carried its .sediniciits downHtream, and they wore away at the landscape
and slowly dug out the canyon.

As the river began to carve its path, the land around it was also rising
becaii'ic ot movement in Earth's crust. Betwcen five and 10 million years
ago, the land west of'the Rocky Mountains formed a high, flat area called a
pliik'iiu. This rising land made the river deeper. It also made the Northern
Rim ofthe Grand Canyon more than one thousand fcet higher than the
Southern Rim.

'l'he 'Northern Rim is not only higher, but also colder than the Southern
Rim. The two sides have very different environments—forestsgrow to the
north, but thc south is a clesert.

Al! the water from the norlh side drains into the canyon. Some flows
into cracky in the rocks. In winter, this water freezey and expands, causing
rocks to break offand fall into the canyon -another form oferosion.

Over time, the growing canyon exposed about 20 striiui, or layers, of
diffcrent colored rock. Each layer was formed by sediment that turned mto
rock hundreds ofmilliony ofyears ago. Most ofit is iiiariiir sediment,
whicti tells geologists that the land was once undcr water. Spme ofthe layere
even contain toysiis ofsea creatiireK, including sliarks and squid.

The red layery in the
canyon contain iron <i:'iidc, and
the boitom layer is black rock
from about two billion years
ago. Scientists think thiy rock
tnay have once been a mountain
range that was even biggsr than
ihe Rockiey. As old as the
Colorado River is, it's quite
young compared to the black
rocks al the canyon's bottom.

Chapter 4 Lesson 2
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carved out the
Circle the letter ofthe best answer to each question below.

1. Over a period of millions of years, erosion cauiied by the

Grand Canyon.

a. Arizona River

b. Colorado River

c. Grand River

d. Rocky Mountains

2. Much ofthe water that flows through the canyon starts as

a, sediment.

b. crosion.

c. snow.

d. iron oxide.

3. What did geologists condude based on the fossils and sediments foimd in thc cmyon's differcnt

layers ofrock?

a. The fossils were carried there by the Colorado River.

b. The fossils became buried in sediment when the Rocky Mountaiiiy formed.

c. The Northern Rim is much older than the Southem Rim.

d. The area where the Grand Canyon formed used to be undersea.

Write your answers on the lines below.

4. What role did plate tectonics play in forming the Grand Canyon?

S. Do you think the Grand Canyon is stiii growing? Explain your answer.

Unifying Concepts anci Processes

[ftbe laycr ofblack rocks at the boaom ofthc Grand Canyon is two billion years old, what does this tdl

you about how old Earth is?
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Doe^ the qiiaiity ojfossiis vary depending on wkere they arefound?

One hundred and fifty-five million years ago, during the Jurassic
period, the world was a very different place. Earth's single landmass,
Pangaea, had begun to separate into two continents. Dinosaurs roamed the
planet, and the first birds appeared. Plant and animal life were flourishing.

A warm sea covered much ofwhat is modem Germany. The waters
were shallow and supported coral reefs that separated the water into lagoons.
Water didn't flow quickly between these lagoons and the ocean, so the
salinity, or level ofsalt, in the lagoons was very high, With low levels of
oxygen and high levels of salt, few organisms could survive m the water.

Occasionally, animals would fall into the lagoons. The bodies of other
animals washed into the water frorti the oceans or from nearby islands. In the
ocean or in a large lake, the remains ofthe animais might have been eaten by
scavengers or broken down by strong currents. Even scavengers couldn't
survive in the lagoon water, so the remains lay undisturbed in the soft mud.

The resutt was that even delicate animals could be preserved in great
detail. In most fossils, only the hard parts ofan animal, like its bones and
teeth, are preserved. In the limestone found in Solnhofen, Germany—anarea
where the lagoons were once located—amazingimpressions li?ve been
found. Paleontologists liave located fossils ofsoft-bodiedjeityfish and
delicate dragonflies. In all, more than 750 different species ofplants snd
animals have been identified in the Solnhofen limestone.

The most importaiit discovery was ±efossil ofan archaeopteryx.
Experts believe that the archaeopteryx was the first bird and is a link
befrween dinosaurs and modem birds. Feathers aren't usually presen/ed in
fossils because they are delicate and decompose quickly. In a specimen
found in Solnhofen, though, the archaeopteryx's feathers can be seen. Only
ten archaeopteryx fossils have ever been found, all ofthem in Solnhofen
limestone.

Leaming aboitt life in
prehistoric times is a little like
putting together a puzzle, Each new
piece that's found allows scientists
to get a better idea ofwhat the big
picture looks like. The fossils
discovered in Soliihofen, Gennany,
have filled in many pieces offhe
picture oflife on Earth during the
Jurassic period.

Chapter 4 Lesson 3
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Circle the letter ofthe best answer to each question below.

1, Why couldn't living creatures survive in the Solnhofen lagoons?

a. The salinity was too tiigh.

b. The water was too cold during much ofthe year.

c. There wasn't enough oxygen in the water,

d. Both a and c

2. Which of the following would be least likely to be fossilized outside of Solnhofen?

a. a shark's tooth

b. thejaw ofa dinosaur

c. a bird's leg bone

d. the body of a jellyfish

Write true or false next to each statement below.

3, _Archaeopteryx fossils have been discovered all around the world.

4. __ Coral reefs helped create the lagoons in Solnhofen.

5._Only plant life existed during the Jurassic Period.

^ _ As far as scientists know, Earth has always been divided into seven contments.

7. __Soft-tissue parts ofanimals are rarely preserved in fossils.

Write your answera on the lines below.

8. Why was the discovery ofthe archaeopteryx so important?

9. What is unusual about the fossils found in Solnhofen limestone?

10. How were many oftbe early SoJnhofen fossils discovered?

11. Would thc Sohlhofen fosail spocimens have been as complcte if scavengers were abte u survive m

the lagoons? Explain.
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Wkat does Barth look like deep beiow the oceans?

Earth's oceans are deep. On average, the ocean floor is more than two
miles below sea level. Eight Empire State Buildings could be stacked on top
ofeach other and still not break the surface. Ofcourye, that depth isjust an
average. The ocean floor is anything but flat. [t rises and fallsj'ust like all the
land in Earth^s crust.

The crust is much thinner under the oceans than it is on land, though.
This means magma coming up froni Earth's mantie doesn't have far to travel
to reach the surface. Undersea mountain ranges, called mid'acean ridges^ are
formed where magma steadily rises through the spaces between tectonic
plates. When the magma emerges, it hits water and quickly cools, adding
another layer to the ridge.

Sometimes, the peaks ofthese mountains rise above the ocean's surface
to form islands. For example, the East Pacific Rise is the mid-ocean ridge
Timning off the westem coa.st of South America. Near Ecuador, the peaks are
tall enough to poke up out ofthe waves, and the mountaintops form the
Oalapagos Islands.

Volcanoes are the most common way that magma reaches Earth's
surface. As you might expect, they're usually located at plate boundaries
because that's where magma can find its way through the crust. Almost
three-quarters ofthe magma that reaches Earth's surface travels through
submanne volcanoes. They usually don t explode like voJcanoes on land,
though. Deep below the ocean's surface, high pressure is created by the
weight ofall that water, so magma oozes out ofthe crust instead.

Earth's mid-ocean ridges form a continuous chain ofundersea
mountains and volcanoes wrapping around Earth. Imagine the seams on a
baseball, anci you ]] get an idea ofhow they circle the planet. As the magma
ilows out, the ridges continue to grow, and they cause seafloor spreading.
This process pushes Earth s plates around the planet and into each other.

When tectonic plates are driven into one another, one pjate will slide
undemeath the other. ITus process, called subduction, creates deep oceftnic
trenches where the plates meet. These undersea valleys are the deepest spots
in Earth's crust. The Marianas Trench, located south ofJapan in the Pacific
Ocean, is tlie
deepest on Earth.
The ocean floor
there is more
than six-and-a-
half miles below
the surface.

Chapter 4 Lesson 4

Circie the letter ofthe best answer to each question below.

).. In places where seafloor spreading is occurring, you would expect to see

a. a mid-ocean ridge.

b. an oceanic trench.

c. volcanoes.

d. Both a and c

2. Volcanoes are___.. found where two pVdtss meet.

a. never

b. rarely

c. often

d. always

3. Earth's crust is _____ . under tlie oceans than it is on land,

a. thic-ber

b. thiimer

c. more solid

d. Both a and c

Write your answers on the lines below.

4. Explain why submarine volcanoes seldom erupt with an explosion,

5. Where are oceanic trenches located? Be specific.

6. Mauna Kea rises about 14,000 feet above sea level, but Mount Everest rises about 29,000 feet -above

sea level. Why does fte author say that Msuna Kea could actually be considered tbe tallest mounain

on Earth?
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Fertile Crescent
The term "Fertile Crescent" refers to an

area in the Middle East where the earliest known
civilizations of the world began, The area got its
name because the soil is fertile, or rich, and the
region is shaped like a crescent. Like a huge arch,
the Fertite Crescentcoversan areafrom the Persian
GulfthroughtheTigrisandEuphratesRivervalleys
and along the Mediterranean Sea. Some people
refer to the eastern part of the Fertile Crescent
as Mesopotamia. The western part of the Fertile
Crescent is sometimes referred to as the Mediter-
ranean section.

Nomads Settle in the Fertile Crescent
The Fertile Crescent was an ideal place for nomadlc people to settle, build cities, and eventu-

ally develop civilizations. Sheep, goats, and various kinds of grains were found in abundance in the
wild. With a permanent food source, there was no need to move around to tind food, It was easier
to grow crops in the rich soil and to raise animals for food. People living in the Fertile Crescent were
able to grow more crops than they could eat and raise more animals than they needed, so they
could trade the excess crops and animals with others. As trading increased, the population grew,
and the people needed to devetop laws, keep records, and invent ways to deal with their new way
of life. There was a need for a written language, mathematics, laws, medicine, agriculture, and
other developments because of the many peopte living close to one another.

The First Civilizations Develop
When humans changed their lifestyle

from hunters and fishers to farmers about
5,000 years ago in the Fertile Crescent, the
developments and Inventions that came from
this change helped to develop the world's first
civilizations. These civilizations have affected
world historytremendously, notonly in social and
business areas, but in religion as well. Many of
the great religions that exist in the world today
had their beginnings in the area known as the
Fertile Crescent.

Later Civilizations
The Fertile Crescent was not only the home of the first civilizations, but also the area where

many later civilizations were developed. Some of the civilizations that devetoped in the Fertile
Crescent were the Assyrians, Sumerians, Canaanites, Philistines, Phoenicians/Carthaginians,
Akkadians, Hittites, Babylonians, Egyptians, Israelites, and others.

CD-404159 ©MarkTwalnMedia, Inc., Publishers
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The Fertile Crescent

Knowledge Check

Fertile Crescent
nomadic
trade
agnculture
civilization

a. farming; growing crops and raising tivestock
b. moving from place to place with no permanent home
c. an arch-shaped area in the Middle East from the

Persian Gulf through the Tigris and Euphrates River
Valleys and along the Mediterranean Sea

d. a hlgh level of cultural and technological development,
especially when systems of writing and record-keeping
have been created

e. exchanging goods or services with other people
Multiple Choice

6. The eastern part of the Fertile Crescent is sometimes called
a. the Mediterranean. b. Mesopotamia.
c. Asia Minor. d. Egypt,

7. Whatwas one food sourcethatwas NOTavailabfe to the nomadic people in the Fertile Crescent?
a. sheep b, grains
c. potatoes d. goats

8. Why were people able to begin trading with others in the area?
a. They had extra food. b. They ate everything they grew.
c. They spent all their time farming. d. They lived close to one another.

9. Which civilization was NOT developed in the Fertile Crescent?
a. Sumerians b. Israelltes
c. Minoans d. Akkadians

Constructed Response

10. What parts of a civilization developed as people in the Fertile Crescent began to grow more
crops and raise more animals than they needed for themselves? Use details from the reading
selection to help support your answer.
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Ancient Egypt

Ancient Egypt
Civilization Beside the Nile Rlver

Each yearbetweenjulyand October, the Nile
River floods and spills over its banks in the Delta
Reglon before it empties into the Mediterranean Sea.
This leaves behind a layer of silt, rich in nutrients
that make it possible to grow crops in this otherwise
arid land.

Thls is the fertile land that people began to
settle in 3300 B.C. Drawn by the abundance of food

^£S£2ti^-FSI^'£^5^giSS£^
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tion. The Egyptians called their country the Black Land, referrlng to the fertile soil. The desert sur-
rounding their country was referred to as the Red Land. The Red Land provided a natural barrier
that protected Egypt from invaders. This is one of the reasons that the Egyptian civilization lasted
over 3,000 years. It was the longest-lasting civilization in history.
Wrlting and Paper

Egyptian influence on other ancient civllizations has been considerable. 11s writing system,
called hieroglyphlcs, and other cultural elements were widely adapted by other ancient cultures.
In addition to writing, the Egyptians developed a paper-like material from papyrus reed. They also
used papyrus to make mats, ropes, toys, boats, and other items.
Bullding Skills

Egyptians were excellent architects, builders, craftsmen, and artlsans. They built huge pyra-
mids in which to bury their pharaohs. The Great Pyramid of Glza was so large and magnificent it
was listed as one of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World. It is the only one of these wonders
that still stands today. The Great Pyramid was built over 5,000 years ago without modern machines
or tools. Over 2.3 million stone blocks, each weighing about 2.5 tons, were transported from a stone
quarry on the other side of the Nile and built into a pyramid about as high as a 42-story skyscraper.
All of this was done with manpower alone. Also buitt near the Great Pyramid of Giza was the Sphlnx,
a huge stone sculpture of a creature with the face of a human and the body of a lion.

The Egyptians were superb engineers as well.They built
canals, dams, and a reservoir to control the flood waters of the
Nile. They even bullt a canal from the Nile to the Red Sea in
order to improve trade.
Treatment of the Dead

Egyptians believed in life after death; a person's soul
would continue to live as long as the body was preserved.The
Egyptians practiced mummification of the dead.When some-
one died, their body was prepared in such a way that it would
dry out and not decay. The bodles of the wealthy were wrapped
in linen withjewels and protectivecharms inserted in the layers.
The poor were often buried naked in shallow graves.

EQYPTIAN ClVILIZATION
AT A GLANCE

WHERE; Along the Nile River in
northeast Africa

WHEN;3100B.C.-332B.C.
ACHIEVEMENTS:

• Built the pyramids, the sphlnx,
canals, and temples

• Invented a calendar with 365
days

• Made a paper-like material
from the papyrus plant

• Used a loom to weave cloth
• Invented a system of writing

called hieroglyphics
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Ancient Egypt

Matching

1.
2,
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Delta Region
silt
Black Land
Red Land
heiroglyphics

papyrus
mummification

a. what the Egyptians called the desert surrounding
their country

b. the process of preserving a dead body by drying it
c. rich soil deposited by a river
d. what the Egyptians called their country, referring to

its fertile soil
e. a writing system where pictures stand for words
f. the area o( the Nile Rlver where silt is deposited

before the water empties into the Mediterranean

g. paper-like material made from reeds

iVlultlple Choice

8. The Egyptian Civilization developed along the banks of which river?
a. the Danube b. the Indus
c. the Congo d. the Nile

9. Which Wonder of (he Ancient World is still standing today?
a. the Sphjnx b. the Great Pyramid of Giza
c. the Lighthouse of Alexandria d. the Hanging Gardens of Babylon

10. Which Egyptian structure had the face of a human and the body of a lion?
a. the Sphinx b. the Great Pyramid of Giza
c. the Lighthouse of Alexandria d. the tomb of King Tut

Constructed Response

11. Why did the Egyptians mummify their dead? Use details from the reading selection to help
support your answer.
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CHINESE ClVILIZATION
AT A GLANCE

WHERE: Valleys of the Huang He
and Chang Jiang Rivers in Asia

WHEN: Beglnning about 5000 B.C.
ACHIEVEMENTS:

• Discovered and cultivated silk
• Built the Great Wall of China
• Invented gunpowder, rockets,

magnetic compass, book
printing, paper money,
porcelain, and many more

• Two great teachers lived in
Chlna—Confuciusand Lao-tzu

The Far East: China
Civilization Develops Along Chinese Rivers

Along with Mesopotamia, ancient Egypt, and the
Indus Valley, ancient China was one of the world's earliest
civilizations.The Chinese civilization developed on the banks
of major rivers. The fertile land beside rivers provided rich
soil for farming and hunting and water for drinking, irrigating
crops, and fishing.The civilization of ancient China developed
along the Huang He (Hwang Ho), orYellow River.The Huang
He is the second-longesl river in China. It flows east from
the Tibetan highlands to the Yellow Sea in north China, with
a length of about 3,000 miles.Villages also developed along
the Chang Jiang (Yangtze), the longest river in China.

The Huang He is sometimes called theYellow River because of the color of the yeltow mud
it carries. Like the Nile, each year the Huang He overflows its banks, and when the flood water
recedes, fertile mud is left behind. Crops grow well in this fertile soil, so it is not surprising that by
around 5000 B.C., agricultural villages began to spring up along this river.

The Xia (Hsia) Dynasty
The Chinese civilization began about 8000 years ago and still exists today. Since China's

history is so long, space does not permit us to consider anything but the beginning of this intrigu-
ing civilization. The Xla (Hsla) Dynasty is considered to be the first dynasty of kings to rule China.
The Xia Dynasty lasted from around 2205 to 1766 B.C. During this period, the Chinese civilization
developed in a manner similarto the civilizations in the Near East.The Chinese built irrigation canals
to water their crops, they made bronze, harvested silk, used the potter's wheel, and the soldiers
used chariots.

The Shang Dynasty
The Xia Dynasty was eventually replaced with the Shang Dynasty. The Shang Dynasty

lasted from about 1766 to 1122 B.C. During this period, cities were carefully planned, and the people
were divided into social ranks that ranged from royalty and nobles to slaves. While most people
during this dynasty were farmers, craftsmen became more popular. Bronze-casting was developed
at about this time.

Silk and the Trade Routes
During the ten major dynasties that followed

the Shang Dynasty, trade flourished. Trade routes
between Asia and the West were established, and
silk became the main export of China. Sllk is a very
thin cloth made from cocoons spun by silkworms.
The trade routes to West Asia and Europe became
known as the Silk Roads. Other countries wanted to
make silk for themselves, but the Chinese kept their

-—-p^^^g-iij^^-]

methods o< producing this cloth a secret until the fourth century A.D.

Chinese Religion
In ancient China, there were many gods, such as the earth god, the rain god, and the river

god, but there was one god that was revered above all others.This was ShangTi, "the Ruler Above."
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The Chinese made sacrifices to the gods to ensure good crops, success in battle, and good fortune.
While the poor could only present food and wine to the gods in their temples, the rich sacrificed
animals. On special occasions, such as the death of a king, humans were sacrificed.The humans
who were sacrificed were often prisoners of war or slaves.

The ancient Chinese believed that when a person died, he or she went to live with Shang
Ti.They believed their dead ancestors had powers to help them make wise decisions or to punish
them. Therefore, the Chinese worshipped their ancestors. To please their ancestors, the Chinese
built temples. They held many celebrations to honor their ancestors.

Perhaps as great as the technological contributions the Chinese made to the world were the
philosophical contributions made by two great teachers who lived in China. One
was Confucius, who lived from 551 B.C. to 479 B.C. Among otherthings, Confucius
taught politeness, sincerity, unselfishness, respect for laws, and hard work. His
beliefs have been written down, and his philosophy has become a religion called
Confuclanism.

Conluclus

Another philosopher who lived about the same time as Confucius was
Lao-tzu. His beliefs were quite differentfrom Confucius. Confucius thought people
should improve society, but Lao-tzu taught that people should withdraw from soci-
ety. He believed that people should live very simple lives in harmony with nature.
He thought people should not try to be famous or rich but to be happy with what
they had. He also thought people should sit quietly and meditate. His philosophy
is called Taolsm and comes from the word "tao," which means "way."

The Great Wall of China
One of the great achievements of the ancient Chinese Civilization was the construction of

the GreatWall of China. It was built to keep out invaders. It consists of two stone walls that aver-
age about ten feet apart and run parallel to each other.
The area between the walls is filled with earth and lined
with stone, forming a road.The wall, which ran along the
border between China and the territories in the north, is
about 30 feet high and 1,500 miles long. Many separate
walls were built over 2,000 years. It began as an earthen
wall supported by planks. It was built in segments by dif-
ferent states and each was only a few miles long. In about
221 B.C., Shi HuangTi, the first emperor of China, had
these walls linked into one long wall. The stone wall as
we know it today began during the Ming Dynasty, which
lasted from A.D. 1368 to 1644.This wall was strong, over

4,500 miles long, and was patrolled by 100,000 soldiers. However, over the years, parts of the wall
have been taken down and used to build other structures.

Chlnese Inventions
The Chinese invented many things. Some of these include the magnetic compass, crossbow,

matches, movable type, paper money, acupuncture, propeller, gunpowder, porcelain, umbrella,
paper, wheelbarrow, seismograph, kite, cast iron, abacus, rocket, brandy, whiskey, the game of
chess, and many others.

The GreatWall of China
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The Far East: China

Matching

1. Huang He
2. silk
3. Silk Roads
4. Shang Ti
5. Confucianism
6. Taoism
7. GreatWallofChina
8. ShiHuangTi

a. river that flows from the Tibetan Highlands to the
Yellow Sea; also called the Yellow River

b. religion developed by the philosopher Confucius
c. a very thin cloth made from cocoons spun by worms
d. the first emperor of China
e. trade routes from China to West Asia and Europe
f. the most important Chinese god;

"the Ruler Above"

g. built to keep out invaders; built over a period of 2000

years; over 4,500 miles at its longest
h. philosophy developed by Lao-tzu

Multlple Cholce

9. During which period was the Great Wall of China strengthened into a stone wall that was over
4,500 mites long?

a. Xia (Hsia) Dynasty b. Shang Dynasty
c. Ming Dynasty d. Chin Dynasty

10. Which Chinese philosopher taught that people should withdraw from society and live very
simple lives in harmony with nature?

a. Shi Huang Ti b. Lao-tzu
c. Confucius d. ShangTi

11. Which item was NOT something invented by the Chinese?
a. microscope b. crossbow
c. gunpowder d. paper

Constructed Response

12. Why did the ancient Chinese worship their ancestors? Use details from the reading selection
to help support your answer.
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P9. The Indus Valley

The Indus Valley
The Harappan or Indus Civilization

The fertility of the Indus Valley lured farmers to the river's
banks in about 2500 B.c.The people who lived along the Indus River
developed one of the world's first great urban civilizations. Archae-
ologists call this civilization the Harappan Culture or Indus Valley
Civilization.This civilization originated in what istoday Pakistan and
western India and developed at about the same time as the early
city-states of Egypt and Mesopotamia. Unlike those other civiliza-
tions, very little was known about the Indus Valley Civilization until
recently. In 1921, an Indian archaeologist discovered remnants of
a large city named Harappa.

Harappa and Mohenjo-daro
Harappa was one of the centers of the Indus Valley Civilization. The other, located about

350 miles away, was Mohenjo-daro. These two targe cities were the homes of merchants and
craftsmen. Ruins from these cities indicate the people of this cutture
planned their cities carefully before they built them. The buildings
and streets were neatty arranged according to a grid system. Each
city had a farge granary and water tank as well as homes made
of bricks and plaster. The houses were targe with several rooms
that led into a courtyard. Some of the homes had wells for drinking
water and bathing, bathrooms with toilets, and a system for drain-
age. In fact, the builders of Mohenjo-daro designed and built one
of the world's first drainage and sewage systems for a city.

Farming
The people ofthe IndusValley Civilization builta complex system ofcanals and dams for irrigation

and flood management.They practiced communal farming. On these targe farms, theygrew bariey, rice,
wheat, dates, and cotton.They were one of the first civilizations known to have domesticated animals,
They raised cattle, chickens, and buffalo.The farmers used wheeled carts drawn by oxen to taketheir

grain to the cities where it was stored in large granaries.
Trading

Those who did notfarm or hunt were eithertrades-
men or craftsmen. They bought gold from southern India,
turquoise from Iran, silver and copper from Afghanistan,
andjadefromlndia.Withthesegoods,craftsmenwereable
to make pottery, jewelry, sculptures, spears, and knives.

The Civilizatlon Declines
About 1750 B.C. the civilization began to decline.

Earthquakes and floods destroyed the irrigation system,
and many buildings were also destroyed. For some rea-
son, the people did not rebuild. Invaders caused many to
abandon the Indus Valley. Although nomads lived in this
region for a while, hundreds of years would pass before
new cities were built.

Mohenjo-daro today

INDUS VALLEY ClVILIZATION

AT A GLANCE
WHERE: Western part of South Asia in

what is now Pakistan and western
India

WHEN: 2500 B.C.-1750 B.c.
ACHIEVEMENTS:

• Built dams and canals for irrigation
• Well-planned cities
• One of the world's first drainage

and sewer systems for a city
• Among the first people to cultivate

cotton
• Among the first people to

domesticate animals
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Name:

Matchlng

1. IndusValley

2. Harappan Culture

3. Harappa

4. Mohenjo-daro

5. granary
6. communal

Tribe Day#14 P9. 2
6th Grade Social Studies

Date:

The IndusValley

Knowledge Check

a. a place to store grain
b. one of the centers of the Indus Valley Civilization;

rediscovered in 1921

c. region in what is now Pakistan and western India, along

the Indus River

d. another name for the Indus Valley Civilization

e. shared or used in common by a group or members of

a community

f. one of the centers of the Indus Valley Civilization;

home to merchants and craftsmen

Multiple Choice

7. Mohenjo-daro is known for having one of the first

a. city wells. b. city walls.

c. city sewage systems. d. city banks.

8. How was grajn moved from the fields into the cities?
a. on men's backs b. in wheeled carts pulled by oxen
c. on llamas d. on sleds pulled by men

9. What destroyed the Indus Valleys' irrigation system?

a. earthquakes and floods b. a volcano

c. hurricanes d. invaders

10. Where would Indus Valley traders get turquoise?

a. India b. Afghanistan

c. China d. Iran

Constructed Response

11. What evidence is there that the Indus Valley cities were welt planned? Use details from the
reading selection to help support your answer.
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The Macedonians: Alexander the Great

Thebes
For a time, the city-state of Sparta ruted G reece.

In a surprising move, the smaller army from Thebes
was able to defeat them in 371 B.C. The Theban army
used a military maneuver, arranging their formation
into the shape of a crescent. When the Spartans at-
tacked, the Theban army surrounded them.

:R S EMPIRE AT A GLANCE
WHERE: From Greece to India
WHEN: 336 B.C.-323 B.c.
ACHIEVEMENTS:

• Established the largest empire of the
time, which included almost all of the
known world

• Established large cities, including
Alexandria, Egypt

• Spread Greek culture to a large part of
the world

Thebes only ruled for a few years, however. In
359 B.C., Philip II became king of Macedonia. Macedo-
nia, or Macedon as it is sometimes called, was a large
area north of Greece. It was a rugged, mountainous
country, and the people living there were much different than the Greeks.The Greeks considered
themselves very cultured and civilized, but they felt the Macedonians were barbarians.

Philip strengthened his army and eventuafly defeated all of the Greek city-states to form
one large country. He became the leader of Greece. His goal was to combine the strength of all
of the Greeks and defeat the Persians. But in 336 B.C., Philip was
assassinated and his son, Alexander, became king.

Alexander was not only a great warrior, he was also a scholar.
His tutor was Aristotle, who trained him in rhetoric, philosophy, his-
tory, and literature and encouraged his interest in medicine and

engraved on coins
In 336, when Alexander rose to power, the empire was in disorder. Alexander, as well as

Macedonia, had many enemies. His first act was to order the execution of those who had killed his
father. Then he began to restore order to his small empire. He suppressed a revolt in Thessaly, and
he was chosen to be general of the Greek forces. Alexander was only 20 years old at the time.

After uniting the old city-states of Greece, Alexander decided to attack Persia, Greece's old
enemy, just as his father had planned. Alexander and his army were successful.The Persian leader,
King Darius III, and his army were defeated. Alexander went on io expand his empire by invading
Egypt, the Indus Valley, and eastern Iran.

Alexander was aware that since his empire was so large, it would be impossible for it to be
ruled from a central location, so he estabtished Greek colonies in countries he had just defeated,
These colonies were run by Alexander's soldiers.

Alexander was returning from his conquests in India when he died of a fever in 323 B.C. He
was only 32 years old, In only ten years, he had taken control of almost the entire known world.
However, with Atexander dead, the empire began to crumble. His generals killed Alexander's son,
and then they fought over the kingdom. Eventually it was divided into three kingdoms—Persia,
Macedonia, and Egypt—eachruled by one general.The Greek language and culture remained a
dominant part of these areas for several hundred years after the death of Alexander the Great,
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Date:

Knowledge Check
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5.

Philip II

Macedonia

Alexander

Greek colonies

a, a rugged, mountainous area north of Greece

b. the king of Macedonia and Alexander's father

c. outposts set up by Alexander and run by his soldiers in the

countries he had defeated

d. rose to power at age 20 and conquered the Persians,

Egyptians, and parts of Iran and the Indus Valley

e. defeated Sparta in 371 B.C. and ruled Greece for a few years

Multiple Choice

6. The Greeks considered the Macedonians to be what?

a. cultured b. their allies

c. disciptined soldiers d. barbarians

7. What was Alexander's first act when he rose to power in Macedonia?

a. He executed his father's killers. b. He supressed a revolt in Thassaly.

c. He invaded Persia. d. He defeated the Egyptians.

8. Who was Alexander's tutor who trained him in rhetoric, philosophy, history, literature, medicine,

and science?

a. Philip II b. Aristotle

c. Plato d. Socrates

9. Which was NOT one of the kingdoms into which Alexander's empire was divided?

a. Macedonia b. Egypt

c. India d. Persia

10. Why was Alexander credited with spreading Greek culture to a large part of the world? Use
details from the reading selection to help support your answer.
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